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Decision disappoints Rose

County district
plans to appeal
tax judgment
. In an expecte-a
Ei4o.,,Ari
County School System offt, ials
sity_Lbey
-appoill
court judgment alio% ing the \1 or
ray- Independent Sclig.44 St•e:11
levy. and to receive utility LiArs
deperufentOrThe comityldtst t _
--Obviously .
disalipoittted iti
the ruling,- Call(•wal Superinti'n
dent Jack ItOse said . todav
•There's
question it will be ap•
pealed "
According to state statujes, the
CallOway district has .to(la% s fron t
Monday 's rung
li to NU11•1111t 011
•
.1)peal
Rose slat' he will make such a
recommendation at the next
't
school board meeting
Thursday. .Jan 13 Calloway at-.
torney. Don Jones hail Saint Mon
day _it. also would he his r'econi
menttutiort that the IssariLippeal

reinain in,the art:own pending the
I iling of an appeal If an appeal is
isied the-4-ttom-y. will remitm twthr:account until a final decision has
heen rende
erd
The temainder of utilirv-tases
_have beeri distributed to botti
school districts On a' -basis of
average daily attendance
)A
the forimila used until n-nw and
which favors Calloway hy about -2to-1
The Murray district us(..1
amendment which allow s
.to
lets
tax in its own district
wiihout sharing the proceeds %ill]
Callow:it on an .basis
allow a t
ontensled in its petition that ',W. e the (WO (t1StrletS
hegall (•0llectlIaZ the taX 011 a
e01111t,. st Hie h:IsIN • in
MO.,. the
boards should be ft irever umianldttLh...l.li-tllv,Zi'tlicL a.s.a CULAII)in
V111:1

Sheriff's new office
SHERIFF'S carricE IN NEW HEADQUARTERS - Calloway
County Sheriff David Salentine and staff are operating from their
new offices in the courthouse.(Above) The main office,formerly occupied by Calloway County Court Clerk Marvhi Harris, is on the first
floor, west end of the courthouse and lzrW be used primarily for vehicle and tax transactions. In addition, Chief Deputy Lady Nixon
(right) is stationed in the basement level of the courthouse which is
set up for conferences,interrogations and criminal prociiedures.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

Assembly's organizational session begins
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky. 1API - The
General Assembly began a
routine organizational session today for the first time to prepare
for the 1984 session.
Nothing more exciting than
election of new leadership was on
the agenda, and was to occur Only
Mors after the opening gavels
sounded at noon.
No legislation will be introduced
during the next four days, and the
session will be adjourned Friday
at noon.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said all
that will be done is to elect leadership. name ecinunittees and adjourn Friday.
The selection of leaders means
that the new governor, to be
elected in November, will not
have any role in that-process, as
was generally true formerly
because of the sequence of elections.
The change is part of a constitutional amendmetd approved by
Kentaddans several years ago.
The amendment will be lm-.
plemented fully before the end of
this decade.
The legislature was to have met
atpdis next Monday in a special

session called by Gov. John V.
Brown Jr. to Consider the administration's proposed changes
in the state income tax structure.
But Brown delayed that session
until March at the earliest,
although one Republican
legislative leader has declared the
lawmakers must meet anyway.
To obtain guidance, Senate
Minority Leader. Eugene Stuart
has asked for an attorney
general's opinion by the time the
legislature begins- its organizational session.
One aide in the attorney
general's office said next week is
more likely, since the request lust
arrived Monday.
If the assembly is in doubt about
the technicalities, it may decide to
meet next Monday anyway, then
adjourn promptly. That step could
cost taxpayers up to $20,000.
However, Richardson said today that possibly time and money
could be saved through another
method.
He and Senate President ProTem Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
asked Rush Dozier,the governor's
MOW, U Brown could call the
special session for liter Friday
after the organizational session
bed adjourned. Richardion said
the Legislature immediately

Mayor asksvitizglis'group
to hisfostigate bieoldown
MIAMI AP)- Mayor fillaseice
Pierre has asked a group of prongWed black, white and Hispanic
residents to probe "the
breab.down in the criminal Justice
system" that he says led to nearly
Ores days of racial violence in the
slams of Overtown.
W.need to look at the underlying basic issues brought up daring
SO tragedies of last week," Ferro
said AI a news conference Monday

announcing the blue-ribbint gem
mittee. "We are all victims," he
said.
Meanwhile, City Manager
Howard Gary urged creation of a
second panel - a "community input board" - to monitor law enforcement standards in blighted
neighborhoods and preserve
"constant dialogue in policecommunity issues"

IfisTrict

A copy of- Circuit Judgc
Naturall% Murray Sullen:denLassiter's 12 page pidgliaril
driit Itohcrt 1;1111 Jeffrey was
is being mailed to -111•• Calloway
halal% liclwlitc.1
district's ()thee° attortic%
11••ii ruled ITT Muria% - s L1V01" I hare
F'owler of Frank flirt
said all alon4.that taxes'grnerated
The superintendeut
lie w
in a slistrit t should stay in that
check will his attorney s .1151Wio ap
distriZ1 "
pealing straight to the Kyoto. k%
'oncerning possible way'. to
Supreme Court treatise sit thc utilize the funds. Jeffrey said lir
amount of utility tax dollars iii
I Awrence Finkel is conducting ail
volved Ile added sr%era!h
'l in-(lepth study priontirttig corsi hoot
in similar situations %
n( ilium progra ms .inri ilbjeCtiVer•
been waiting for the mit( ono- ot
till Stills 01 SI) Stein
The' !MOS
this litigation
K ill liC 4 harmele41 through the
Since Calloway filed its petition quo kest route to get to the
in court on April 22, l'itr.! .111 utilitt
students lie added, through inn
taxes within the city
t hat e
our att4ht1011S of
been placed in a sirs rail is. t ot%
grams. the mistret is to benefit
accountnow totalling students
$272,089 73 plus fix e pet(
inJeffril Sall' faculty' am! COMterest during that tune
by the
muriutN 1111)111 also will
circuit clerk's office Ann Wilson, -bef ote rcioiciola
e nn
tions ar e
circuit clerk, sa>1..the mono
- hoot bor
inatle thesa
a d

could adjourn from the special
session, resolving any legal questions concerning its postponement.
The governor was expected to
be in the Capitol later in the day to
consider the request.
Under the organizational process, the legislature will meet in
odd-numbered years, which will
give it a full year to prepare for
the next regular session.
Previously, the assembly met in
a prelegislativesession. usually at

getting warmer
Today sunny and a little
warmer. Afternoon highs in the
mid 40s. Southwinds 5 to
lOraph. Tonight clear and not
as cold. Lows In the upper 20s
Light south winds. Wedneiday
partly sunny with highs in the
mid 108. South winds 5 to
15mph.
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TOON PAP,'
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Leapt & noes
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m Soturdayi are urged
to call 7$3.1916 between MO
p.m. aid 6 p.m., Mae**ugh H.
day or 3130 p.m. aid 4 p.w. bierders.

Economy top priority
with new Congress

By WILLIAM KRON1101..%1
as speaker on Mondav The
Associated Press Writer
for action for jobs is at hand'
Senate Majority I ,eader Howd
ar WASHINGTON I AP,
The
Kentucky Darn_ Village State
!! Baker .Ir , Itaenn , said he
search
to
for
the
solutions
soaring
Park, and had only a few weeks to
unemployment and swollen plans, to develsop a legislative
prepare for the regular session
deficits will dominate the agenda aimed at tackling
federal
No legislation can be enacted
new 98th Congress where.. economic problenls well 111 allduring the organizational seliSlOn.
vant e of Reagan's speech
GOV.. John V Brown Jr. is back Democratic House leaders have
With -Unemployment at 10
in the state after the holidays, but gained more power to control , cc nt in November.
Rouse
apparently plans no formal ap- what happens in the chamber
Democrats are likely. to 'renew
Although the economy is the N41
pearance before Ow legislature
I priority, other difficult problems- their push tor a public service jobs
The main event. the elections in
many lingering from last year program. with support in the
both chambers. is practically the
Republican-cootrolled Senate
still must be solved
-first item on the organizational
Baker has vowed that "there will
The
unfinished
includes
work
agenda, and will occur during parbe ii jobs pri)graiii" in the 98th
propping up the Social Security
ty caucuses
system, setting new air pollution Congress, whether Reagan supports it or not
standards, investigating natural
The House approved a $5, 4
gas pricing, and adjusting farm
bdluon jobse_program in the closing
support payments.
hours of the 97th Congress. the
Congress convened Monday to
,Senate
adopted a nfore modest
begin a two-year session The
billion version Both were
8
1-7
WASHINGTON AP) - Presiceremonial.
opening was-mostly
dropped in the face of a veto
with little real work scheduled undent Reagan plans to seek $30
threat
domestic
for
budget
in
cuts
billion
til after President Reagan makes
fiscal 1954 but he still faces a
his State of the Union address Jan
25
deficit likely to top $175 billion, adMinistration officials report
But Democratic Rouse leaders
succeeded in getting the House to
Any further narrowing of the
estimated red ink for the budget
approve several rules changes, included one wIlich will make it
year that begins next October
harder for members to attach to
depends (xi whether the president
.S111NGION I Al' I
.Ae
White,
nnun
onne
t Issuesv_i1,‘L
will drop his opposition to ne
oun.-•el
•' •
e a
--incressuie in his
vestigatinF whether EPA adMilitary and foreign aid
military spending plank, pcRepublicans complained they mimstritOr Anne Gorsuch may
cording to officials involved in
will be muzzled by the changes, Purr outside lawyers at a cost of up
planning the budget.
but Democrats say they will make to $70,000 to help defend her on a
The officials, speaking on condicontempt-of'ongress citation
tion that their names not be used, the House run more efficiently
White House spokesman Larry
disclosed the proposed nonDemocrats also removed Rep
Phil Gramm, D-Texiii, from the Speakes said today that Fielding
defense cuts Monday al Reagan
Budget Committee. Gramm vial was not notified in advance of the
launched a work of intensive
meetings with irides and congres- one of .the so-called -Boll Environmentlil Protection Agen4
sional Republicans on ways to
Weevilli,7 a group of Southern cy's plans to hire outside lawyers
Demoetele who frequently sup. but was looking into the matter
stem a deficit that swells with
,ported the Reagan administra- now
each new estimate.
,
However, the spokesrhan said
Lion's economic policies.
Administration budget planners
In preparing for business ahead. there was a history of hiring out1984 deficit will
now concede
exceed V. billion for the first congressional leaders quickly side lawyers in auch cases
Meanwhile, officials who did not
time if no savings are enacted. niade it clear that no matter what
Just a few weeks earlier, the ad- Issues are unsettled, the economy wish to be identified said Monday
that the aency plans to sign a
ministration was talking about a
would be addressed first.
•
deficit between $150 billion and
"The time for wading for jobs contractsoon with the Boston firm
POO billion, and last summer, it has passed," said House Speaker of Ropes and Gray, whose lawyers
was predicting a deficit Of $13 Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. D-Mass., would provide advice on constitubillion
who was elected to his fourakterm tional law.

Reagan seeks
domestic cuts

EPA lawyer
case probe
continues
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Mondale files form with election commission
not a presidential candidate is choreographed by the requirements of
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
federal election law which requires potential candidates to file
AP Political Wetter
WASHINGTON 4 AP;---Waltior F. Mondale has filed a 'statement- ---declarations of candidacy d they receive or spend more than $5.000 in
their effort to decide whether or not to run
of candidacy" form with the Federal Election Commission, but inNo one expects Mondale to follow the example of Edward M Kensists peopleahouldn't jump to any conclusions
nedy who decided not to pursue the 1964 nomination It was the
The former vice president, who is generally regarded as the early
Massachusetts senator's annooncement on Dec. 1 that propelled
front-runner for the 1964 Democratic presidential nomination, filed
Mondale into the front-runner's role.
the form Monday but accompanied it with a letter insisting his action
Former Gov. Reubin Askew of Florida also took an official step
"is not and does not imply a formal declaration of candidacy at this
Monday toward formal candidacy. He didn't file a form, but actime.complished the same thing with a letter to the FEC in which he said:
The form'aiks what office is sought.
"While a formal announcement or declaration of candidacy for the
•'President of the United States," replied Mondale. Democratic nomination has not been made. I am taking this action
The "Mondale for President Committee Inc." is identified as the
because I anticipate receiving contributions or making expenditures
'committee formed to further the candidacy.
in excess of $5.000 which may well fall beyond the terms of the testing
This delicate dance around the question of whether Mondale is or is

the waters regulations."
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.., sent a similar letter to the commission last November.
-Sens. John Glenn of Ohio and Ernest F. Hollings of South Carolina
—
are expected to file*with the commission later this week.
An aide to Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado said he is in no hurry to shift
from his current "testing the waters" status. Sen Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas and Rep. Morns Udall of Arizona are senously considenng
Owing the growing field of potential Democratic candidates.
The establishment of a campaign committee also is a necessary
preliminary to qualifying for federal matching fuhds. To qualify for
such government aid, a candidate must raise $5,000 in each of 20
states from individual contributions of no more than $250.
Once a candidate qualifies, the government matches all contributions dollar for dollar.
•

Vance considers court position
'greatest honor' he could have
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKF4)11T. Ky. I API - Roy
*Vance SeCved ai a einniniiiiionet
on the old Court of Appeals for six
years when it was the states only
appellate -court The Paducah
native.later served six years at a
justice on the new Court of Appeals when it was made an intermediate appellate court under
Kentucky's new judicial system
Rut-Vancesairthis-etevatton-to the state-Supreme Court is the
greatest honor he could have.
"To be a member of the
Supreme court is the highest
honor that can come to.. a Kentucky.lawyer," Vance said Tuesday after receiving the oath of ofGee ai ene of four-riew members
on Kentucky's highest court ••It is
an tuirior that. carries with it
awesome responsibilities. I'm
proud of that honor."
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
- administered the oath to Vance,
Donald- Wintersheimer, Charles

said "I am sure that the seven of
Stephens described each of the
us will pull together and very hard
new Justices as "workcoholics"
to make sure we have a Supreme
and said their ability to shoulder
heavy workloada Will be in- Court you an can be proud of."
Each new justice was sworn in
valuable in dialing with a state
during separate ceremonies that
court system that is still suffering
were followed by receptions le the
growing pains.
."We need that on this court," State Reception Room,
The opportunity today and in
Stephens said
the future is a great challenge,"
"The court system in Kentucky
Wintersheimer told the crowdedis relatively new." Stephens said.
courtroom. that included several
-*The new court system Is growing
former nostices.
by leaptunitbounds "1 carufot promise you anything.
"ft' is suffering great growing
pains .at the present time." he I can only pledge to be a fair and
said. We need the help of all Impartial judge in the matters
seven of us to see that the court that come before me," he said
system continues to grow and -That's all you really *ant to hear
me say."
function."
The four new justices join
Kentucky's current coilrt
System was created in • 1976 Stephens. Calvin Akers and
through an amendment to the JamesStephenson on the court.
Gant and Leibson replace
state constitution.
Stephens noted that Winter- former-Chief Justice Johnsheimer. Gant and Vance have Palmore and Marvin Sternberg,
served on the Court of-Appeals for respectively, each of whom
the past six yearsand I eibson has retired. Vance --defeated former
extensive.experience as a circuit justice Boyce Clayton and Winter-sheimerniefestethiormezistice
judge'
ceremonies in the ornate Supreme
"I don't think there will be any . John J .O'Hara in the November
Court courtroom
•
loss of effectiveness." Stephens election.

•
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Second ERA bottle begins in House
'
By MA KG A RETSCHERP'
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAPI
A second battle over ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment ha-s
begun with reintroduction of the
proposed constitutional amendment as the first piece of legislation in the new Congress
-1 am designating the Equal
Rights Amendment Mil," House
IDSpeaker Thomas P
Mass . said Monday after being
re-elected speaker. The amendiroInt-and several other bills were
presented as the House opened for
business
Rep,. Peter W. Rodino,
rtuorman of the House Judiciary
Committee, told a news cons
ference the measure has 221 co-

sponsors in the House 'It is a
priority item of business for the
Judiciary Co:Mutter and we plan
to go full-steam ahead." he said
Rep Don Edwards, 1)-Cob.
chairman of the Judiciary ('ommittee's subcommittee on civil
and constitutional rights, Said he
expected the House to piss the
amendment by mid-swnmer
"I challenge the Republicancontrolled Senate to do likewise.
Only in this way can the senate
show that it is truly Committed to
women's equality. Symbolic.
piecemeal measures .smiply will
not do," Edwards said.
The amendment would prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sex
."Our biggest problem is the
Senate - whether we can get the

necessary two-thirds vote there,"
-said Rep Patricia Schroeder, I)Cobo But, she added, "the extreme right-wing got discredited
severely-An the Senate) during
the lame-duck *elision" so should
be less of a stumbling block..
President Reagan has opposed
the amendment,saying that while
he favors equal nghts, a constitutional amendment is unnecessary.The amendment was passed by
Congress in 1972, with a 7-year
deadline for three-fourths of the
state legislatures to ratify it. Congress later extended the ratification deadline to June 30, 1902.
However, only - 35 states had
ratified when that time ran out,
three states short of the necessary
38.
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A
shaggy
dog
howls
from
WINTER
the roof of his doghouse as the snow falls in East Troy, Wis.
AP Laserphoto

Hydrogen leak delays shuttle launch

CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. iAP) week-long holiday vacation, are
- Space agency officials say it working on the problem inmay take a week to locate a dependently from the regular
hydrogen leak in the main engines schedule of shuttle tests and misof the newest space shuttle, the sion preparations, Hess said, so a
Challenger:but they are still hop- delay may not be necessary.
He was admitted under petite---lag-for a maiden flight this month.
More than half a million gallons
custody.
The official launch date for the of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxAccdrding to Bafentine the
Challenger's debut had been set ygen were pumped Into the shut- sheriff'a-deparintent.was--notilied
for-no-earlier than-Jan. 27 until-the -ties external Lankier the.Dee.-11Leak was discovered in a Dec. 18 test: -The fuel tees "kW- The
bY - hosPital offictab at 9-.15 a.m.
Monday, that Arnett had left the
engine test firing.
engines diiring liftoff.
hospital. NASA spokesman Dick Young
"Some hydrogen leakagein that
A warrant for Arnett's arrest
said late Monday "it could take a compartment is normal. But this
was then issued by the sheriff's • week to find the leak ... It's a slow was higher than normal," Young
department for escape-in the third
said. "We're talking about parts
degree. Arnett was captured by
Blastoff "Could Still be the 27th per million in a gaseous state.
the sheriff's department and the
U we find the source of the leak,
Technicians "are trying to
Murray Police Department at
verify it and correct it
," said understand the source. and do
10:45 a.m. Monday at his home.
another NASAspokesmIi Mark something about it. As soon as
He was lodged in Calloway
H.
they pinpoint it, the problem can
County Jail on $11.000 cash bond.
Teduticians, returning from a be solved and-a (specific) launch

High-speed chase leads to one arrest

A high-speed chase.early MonSheriff David Balentine says
day by the Calloway County Roruue Ray Arnett.65 Riviera Ct
Sheriff's Ikpartment resulted in was arrested after the department
the anesLot a 30-year.oldliturray. _received.a..report of a "isuspicious-'
the•seuthwest- part,-of thewas recaptured later at his home.
rounty in the vicinity of Story's
Chapel Road and Highway 1270
When the sheriff's unit approached' the car. a 10-to-15
minute chase followed with speeds
In excess of AO mph. After striking
a mailbox and attempting to run
AP)
NASHVII.LE
too sheriff's vehicles Off the road,
Authorities • said Monday they
according to Balentine.'the car
deteernine
the
cause
of
have yet to
stopped in a driveway and the al.,
death of a 52-year-old Benton, Ky.. rest was made. The incident
ear--salestnan -whose -hody__-was reported oCCUrred At12-:30 a.m..
found in a Nashville Motel room
Balentine reports that Arnett
.
- on Sunday.
was charged on six'counts. They
The victim was identified as
were: driving under the influence,
Thomas Edward Challenor.
having no. liability insurance,
Metropolitan Police Detective
By BILL BERGSTROM
speeding, *reckless driving,
rapt Sherman Nickens said an
Associated Press Writer
criminal mischief in the third
autopsy would be performed.
BRANDENBURG, Ky. 1API degree and attempting to allude a
Joan Edding, the maid who
Meade County schools will be clospolice office. ,
found Challenor. said -He wislyed for the rest of the week as
ing crossways on the bed. His legs - After being taken Into custody health officials try to halt . a
Arnett was taken to Murrayand hands were tied together in
Calloway County Hospitet.... for 'hepatitis outbreak that has inthe back with a pair of pants and a
treatment of a minor head injury. fected 48 county residents in two
shirt."
weeks
--Police-said_they•are searching
Wultermilit fetlnsiging, which
for a woman who may have known
provided water used by 90 percent
('ha Ilenor.
of the victims, will remain off
Thomas Bracey. the motel
limas, and private water haulers
manager, said that Challenor had
who used it will be supplied with
stayed at the motel off and on durfree city water.
kiethe.past trio years and that he
SALT LAJCE CITY AP)- Ar
Paul Schultz, county health enhad checked in six days before.
Uncial heel recipient Barney virmunentalist, •Sampled water
---L2111•brin‘s-carli-dt""t1
"
"
4 4111-----13atirliss-reitthedirpts-teed In Pd'_1NoitilYy at thillinindetiburg eprKentucky,"'Bracey salt "He WU -retuvery although all the trends - beg and another 30 miles to the
a nice guy. We never had any Iron- are • *up and positive," a Universi- northeast. where Mt recent case
ble out of him."ty of Utah Medical Center of hepatitis occurred.
spokesman said
Test results are expected
Clark remained in serious but Wednesday k4stn a state
stable condition today.
laboratory at Frankfort. Schultz
Dr. William C. DeVries, the
said.
surgeon who implanted the
The Board of Regents of Murray
The national Center for Disease
Jarvik-7 in Clark Dec 2, "told me Control was notified of the outState University will review aptoday that Di-. Barney B Clark .
plication for the position of presibreak, said Dr. Joyce John
dent during its meeting atll am. ...;_gppears to be at a plateau in his reached at the Center's Phoenix,
Saturday in the boprd mon of .fKtY_
spokesman John
Ariz..office.
Wells Hall.
'
"We talked with health depart.
Said111111017.-

Cause of death
not determined

•

date can beset." he said.
Meanwhile, other work crews
readied NASA's first Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite - the
world's largest and most advanced - for loading into Challenger's
cargo bay on Saturday.
The 5,000-pound satellite will be
the first of three to be placed in
permanent -gieirfnaironoiniorbit.--22,300 miles above the equator to
provide full-time communications
coverage for the space shuttle and
other earth-Orbiting spacecraft.
'The new tracking stations in
space will replace the present
worldwide network of NASA
ground stations, which can only
provide communications links
with orbiting spacecraft about 20
percent of the time.

Hepatitis outbreak closes Meade County schools

Recipient of heart
remains in serious
but stable condition

MSU Regents review
applicants Saturday

ment officials there, and we feel
comfortable with their investigation." she said.
Three new -04isiii-Of the disease
have been reported since Friday.
Hepatitis sympttims can vary
from a minor flu-like illness to
fatal liver failure.
The county's nine public schools
and one parochial school were
scheduled to reopen Monday after
the holidays, but county school
Superintendent Stuart Pepper
said they would remain closed this
week to help stop the spread of the
disease through water, food or
contact among stediats. The
17.
school1
- MM
owner of tbif-property
where the Buttermilk Falls Spring
is located posted "No Trespassing" signs at the urging Of lipsWI
Officials, and pipes that hattliala
stuck into the spring to druw
water were removed.
County Judge Bert E. Watts
said the dozen private hinders who
operate in the area would be permitted to fill their trucks with city
water for free for the time being,
but a fee eventually will be chart-

ed to cover the city's expense of that on the outflow," said Jack
treating the water.
Linder of the state Division of
One hauler said customers ob- Water Quality, -referring to the
jected to the taste ofthe chlorine-- -fecal- conform. bacteria count of
treated city water.
6,000 colonies per milliliter in
"A lot of people, if you put this water taken from Buttermilk
water in their cistern, they com- Falls.
plain," said Richard Lawson as
Schultz and Linder'said
his 1,000-gallon trunk was filled at hepatitis virus cannot be detected
the city plant. He denvertwater to by sampling water but that the
about 20 families.'
conditions in which it thrives also
Schultz said about 20 percent of lead to growth of the fecal colthe county's E1,000 residents hire dorm, making it an indicator that
private haulers to fill their hepatitis virui could be present
cisterns.
Schultz said the area's geology
Others depend on wells for their
fractured limestone with freof
water or are Matediers of
Mindelfit-vrater- -itysVima. The quent sinkholes allows surface
hepatitis victims were in areas not water to run through underground
streams from southwest to norserved by the municipal systems.
Also, Schultz said, "It doesn't theast across much of the county.
Sinkholes are sometimes used to
appear to be affecting our well
supplies. Our wells sewertn he get- dispose of dead animals and other
ting water from a deeper, cleaner waste, including sewage, Schultz
said
euPPIY."
High levels of fecal conform
"I stopped three families from
bacteria were detected in the doing that this summer alone,"
water from Buttermilk Falls in all • Ilfilbultz said. He blamed the conearlier test. Schultz said.
- • -temination of Buttermilk Falls
-We've got some sewage treat- and possibly the other 'prise; on
:dent plants that run better than -two weeks of heavy rains.
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garrott's galley

Williams continues
Teamsters' streak

by m.c. garrott

Those strange looking flying machines
belong to a pair of fun-loving farm boys

Recently. Roy L. Williams became the third
president. of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters to be convicted of a felony m federal
courts during the last 25 years. .
,
Robert's wife is the ft utter
Have you seen those strange lookcan hover in one spot much like a
The late DAT Beck was convicted on tax charges
Cooper .11er parents. Mr anil %tr.
ing airplanes flying around the area
It Is
is powered with a 30-horsepower,
buzzard
and served time in prison during the early 1960s.
Jimmy t'ooper. live 10.ar them In
recently and wondered, as did I. who
two-cylinder, two-stroke. inverted
He and Bobby generally fly
His successor. Jimmy Hotta went to prison -in 1%7
fact, their home Is MI 41,}1:11 llseti ti it,
the two fellows were up there.
-engine, originally designed for use
together and have made flights as far
on ajury tampering charge. After hiS•release from
part of her parents' plate
'with snowmobiles but later adapted
suspended amid all that wire and
south as Renton. over Kirksey, to
federal prison. Hoffa was reportedly murdered by.
A '-foot, brown-eyed brunette
fabric like Wilbur and Orville Wright
for use in the l'Itra-late planes
Farmington in Graves County and
organized -crime figures contesting his effort .to
Joyce wants no part of Robert'
The wingspread is 32 feet. and
at Kitty Hawk"
over Kentucky I.ake They have farm
regain control of the union.
I. made it a point to find out, and
there is room only for the pilot. He
friends across the area. and : ing, although she vol.?... no opp,o.it
And now, Williams and four associates have been
to his going up :Ifs great tor tom
with the, help of my •good friend.
sits just below the engine right out qi
whenever they :notice one outside
convicted of attempting to bribe Sen.. Howard Canshe 5411.1, "butthere
rio ye ay Id i.
Leroy Eldridge, was led to * big,
the open. TO start his engine, Robert
they often will se1 their planes down
-non of Nevada. The government's case alleged that
it I like something yi ith
steer 1,;;'
simply reaches up, takes hold of• a
medal building behind an attractive.
in a neatby field for a visit or to look
Williams and his co-defendants offered Cannon a
Uhl-eland tihIt •.1.17.•MI
ranch-type home east of town on
Mall handle and jerks downward on
at crops and discuss nuatiiiel proV.1'"11-1-1`i
piece of Teamster-owned property in I.as Vegas in
A rather quiet. -reseryed
Dodd Road
a cable the same as if starting a lawn
blenns
exchange for a vote against the trucking deregulathe
lady Joyce keeps plenty busi
mower. The push-type propeller is an
It .was the home of Robed and
bc don't
Stitt
ICUIne.S
tion bill opPosed by the union.
ground. helping Robert uith the !.,r
inch or two more than four -feet
Joyce Houston. Robert, a 34-year-old
we'll just buzz them until they come
Cannon apparently 'spurned the offer and, in fact,
•
ming in addition to her houst-ii•reyer-.---..._.across.
nephew of Leroy's wife, Kate. is the
out.- he laughed
voted in favor of the deregulation bill. But the
•
.
•
family by driving tra, tor
:and
son of Thomas and Doris Houston. He
•
There's
a
pasture right behind
government's case was hard scairiiisheil by the
trucks and helping-with the, aheat
I ther than for omit- or two flights as
and his father farm something like
house,
Robert's
and
at
is
there
that
he
failure of this bribery conspiracy. Williams and his
swathoig
750 acres-, . when he isn't sailing - takes off and lands He cari lift off
a passenger in sinall one-engine
associates - one present and heti-font-ler Teamster
She does admit. how eye'. It, being •
around the sky in his new-fangled flyplanes. Robert had ne'ver been up M about
100
fret
after
a
run
of
and
land
officials and a Chicago underworld figure - were ---•------ing machine.
a
hit
concerned abenit Rlihert's safety
an
airplane
before
he
got
-his
t
in the same distance
convicted on all counts.
-the
first
few times he flew. I.stayed .
Yes, Robed said. the contraption I
Lite
He
has-been
an -high as 3.0011
The proven criminal activities of three of the-tat
outside
all
the- tittir-:11.-..was- up -thi‘ Since
-the
had seen putt-putt-putting over....my
t
'heal
Ate
e
Obly
feet, although he has no altimeter- to
'four Tamster union presients underscores - What
first
few
times.
%Achim; ft ir hut i
house was his. At least, one of them
2.50
pounds,
no
regular
pilot's
license
tell
him
exactly
The height to which
federal investigators and other law enforcement ofshe laughed "but not
nlOrt`
was. The other belonged to and was
is required So. to learn something
he
can
climb
is
limited
only
by
his
ficials have long contended: That there is chronic
111141...- B0111)V's wife, on the ,ttber
being flown by a friend and neighbor- 'ability to get along. without oxygen.
about- flying, Robert took some three •
corruption within the leadership of America's
hand. loves flying and would co up
ing farmer, Bobby Wilson, who lives
hours of training in a small. plane at
he says.
largest union.
with her husband if his plane ,,nt%
the Murray airport
about two miles from -Robert near
Law enforcement can do only so much to clean up
Robed has made quite a hobby out
would carry two people Slur vivid upThen, once he and Hobby' had
- Cherry Corner.
of taking pictures of churches, places
the Teamsters union, to protect,the rights of its
in the demonstration tWo'
Each had built their own plane
assembled theirs, a representative
,rater At
of business and homes Of friends and
rank-and-file members, and to ensure that pension
Mentphis when the boy!, %%VI t* think frOm the Memphis firm came to Murfrom kits bought from a Memphis.
funds are properly adminitered. The rest is up to inrelatives and giving therm to
ray to teach the two boys to fly them
-- Tenn:rfirrn. It took him 35'hours to
-*114 about bii)litg. their Ultra 1,..rfc.,
dividual Teamsters themselves, who now have
whomever concerned They are good
and has loved it since
"you know," Robert mutt "you are
assemble his, Robert said.
more evidence than ever to Conclude that internal
. and in color. One set pictured both
• •
• • •
soloing the first time yno goirp. anti
Kentucky
and
reform of their union is essential.
Barkley
Lakes
io
the
lantwrt,
who
anti
.that take; a little nerve " To teach
stoo,J.s
I -eantiruthfully say that I would
distance, taken front about 3,001) feet
weighs an ermable 110 pountle". anti
them, the %quotas man equipped
go up in one-fof those things. b,ut
above his home
Joyce have two troy s. _Brad
- .40.1
each with a• helmet containing earRobert and Bobby are having a ball
• • •
•
,Justin. .5.,, and they- have floor. W1111
phones •so he _rook' talk to 11W1111 1/V
with theirs, weather permitting. Ten years ago
. .
pL.mts is
t * C71,,j,
—1rcam-111
41—thrir
radii)from the ground luta git•i•ThiT
-Tlie-kft-frent--whieh-the--planes-Miiiiii-Vocational School Business and Office.
only about.30 miles per hOur, and
and Firffil right behind hut. %% het r tin •
were asseMblectare known as Ultrathenecessary instructions
Department will offer three estension_rjasses starone of set-tout gasoline tank gencr.illy rule,
Lite kits. • They are American-made,--with tiergasoline tanks
This he dol. ant. it wasn't long
ting Jan.8, according to Jim Lawson.coordinator.
and
installed
which
he
rigged
up
ery tune I -''it tip. I alm.04 hay-t.
refreshing
twist
day
and
before the two were sailing around
a
in this
Deaths reported include 0.B.•Karsner, 54, Mrs.
himself • on his. Robert says he can
to fight'enu to take off." be Loieltetj.
the county, taking pictures, dropping
time. A kit costs $4,700, and once the
Connie Sims,85, and Cletus S. Robinson.68.
stay in the air up to 4,1 hours if
hand
showing me pit-toes of the
in on friends, looking at crops .1nd
plane is complete its total weight is
The Rev. Martin Mattingly will be Bible Study
necessary He can fly as slow as 18
it „Is
Thei
some y molesters
Just plain enjoying them...wives
something like 250 pounds. Its maxand Discussion Leader for Murray-Calloway Counmph. and when bucking a stiff wind
• • •
-**.
much as!do
imum "pay load" is about 240
ty Ministerial Association's Pastors' Prayer
Breakfast on Jan. 8 at Holiday Inn.
Births reported include 'a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Weatherford. Dec. 30, a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Wendel Henderson, Dec. 25, and a boy to Mr. and
By Kell Wolf
Mrs. John Kelliher, Dec. 27.
Some theologians aro!
Calloway County High School takers beat the
say thud good .init ciii are
Fulton County Pilots 94 to 47 in a basketball,game.
sides of the %Anil' 4
High team scorers were Greg Howard for Calloway
riot ha% t. Ont.' 1.1.1111.,l11 to .$111e.
and McClanahan for Fulton.
,it
If thus belief iii the.
Twenty years ago
.11.ph t,.
iipit0•111'•.. Is liii.. IA
The Murray Chamber,pf Commerce has become
all areas of lift' toe, toy. -.oppose
a member of the National Better Business Bureau,
hatred, indeed civil
I' (11.1t tutu
New York City, thus making it possible for the
ought to exist in equal measure I an
chamber to better serve the entire community. acthe existence of ei And tragedy ill
cording to James 1.. Johnson, executive secretary
the world be takcii_as cy
c {filof the local chamber.
.goodnes, and
th.. existenee
Deaths reported include Fred T. Parker, 42. and
oelehration
Commodore Orr.65.
Some questions can tee arc.o.cred
Kenlake Hotel closed Jan. 1 and will be closed unit to be
some t &mint sorne Ns( .
_
til sometime in the spring.
askedevery on.e,11.1.1 it hilt'
The home of Chester McCuiston on North First
Street burned yesterday.Recent births reported at„Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr..and Mrs. Jerry Maupin.
1,4)Thv A.VH01 idled PreS.S
Ruble Smith presented a. program on "Quotable
1 1,
410
l!, 1
, .1.111 4 tht
Quotes" at meeting of the Delta Department of the
fourth WI% of 1'081 I lieu.- ,,u.' ftI .1,,% s
Murray Woman's Club.
left in the year
Thirty years ago
Today 's highlight in lostor y
Novel McReynolds was elected as chief of pohce
liar.i
for the city of Murray by the Murray City Council.
M
Nixon
rejected
tht•
Sco.dc
who
A.H.
Webb
recently
succeeds
resigned
the
He
51 (.1.6••• •••••• 1•••••••
Watergate I .iniiiiiittre'S Ntit1114.1 1141 -,
position.
seeking 'White Ilous.e.
.1f1.1
H. Glenn Doran, executive vice president of the
doctunerits'
Peoples Bank, • was elected president of the
ht this date
Calloway County Heart Association. Other officers
In 1493, Christopher I •olonittos
are Mrs. Whit Imes, vice president, Mrs. Ed
began his return trip Isom the Ni-ti
Diuguid, secretary, ail/ Mrs. Hugh Houston,
World to Spain
.
•
treasurer.
In 1790, George Wa's- tori-gtor.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship ii serving as pastor of
"cheered the first annual ..nrest-.-W7i'
the South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
a raise in this Lame liuck session
ongressioruil and presidential captial rites.sage to the nation
To The Edior,
Capt. and Mrs. Hampton Erwin of Charleston.
It's the legislation for the jobs bull
itulates with federal funding We
In 111%., UW11)14'111111' OW 4501 Sit1.•
I can remember the 80th Congress,
S.C., have been the guests of her father, Nix Harris
and help for those IS million
have the best form of government J11
,.1 the. union
as it went down in history as the-"Do
and Mrs' Harris.
rid and MIkeep It that way
unemployed that had the probIeff
lii95L. North Korean and Coin
Nothing Congress." But I'm sure this
NUS. Ruth Cavitt ties-been visiting her brother,
cannot
and
I
• understand why conclown
they'
decided
not
to
go
even
also
submit
will
monist Chnwse forces captured the
Congress
97th
past
Hugh Nanny,in Atlanta. Ga.
gressmen and senators cannot finish
any bills to help the poor.
city of Seoul during the Korean War
in history as the most less productive
Showing at the Capitol'Theatre is "Look Who's
their
work in the term they were
legislative
Ten years ago The United Slates
forms
of
passing
any
in
Laughing" starring Fibber McGee and Molly,
The congressmen really wanted a
elected for, instead of having conthis naof
welfare
reported
the loss of a 1141i
and
good
the
for
-Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy and-Lucille
$17.000 raise, but they decided on a
tinuous resolutions, working on pet
bomber in air raid,. 40‘ Initachirla
tion. I need not review these last two
Ball.
mere 15 percent and had no trouble
projects from special interest groups
Five years ago President'Junin
years.
passing ttus legislation, as they
etc Now we will have the 98th Conconferred With 1.;gyotion
Carter
legislation
needed
wanted to go home. Now the Senate
There was much
gress that starts in January working
president
Anwar Sadist in Aswan.
pulled a fast one, by keeping this prethat should have been acted on and
on legislatives that the 97th Congress
• .
Egypt
President's
sent salary of $10,11112. Hut, they
should have been on the
WALTER L. APPERSON. President &
should have completed.
But
as
elections.
the
removed
the
before
way
ceiling
on
all
other
desk
Publisher
Alex Pall
sources of incomes they can earn.
usual, these congressmen and
MATTHEW S SANDERS,Managing Editor
Rt. 3 Box 13W
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production
Usually, only one speaking engagesenators had their eyes on the
Murray,Ky. 420/1
Manager
ment before a special interest group
November elections. So back in OcRICK ORR. Advertising Manager
a m:1111P ^-41,
for instance, can bet%jp_0_10_
tober before the elections, Reagan
_WRITE A LETTER
Letters
BOB TAY1421t,Classified
__
decidkiWcallror eLatrie Duckto the editor are
ALICE ROUSE,Business Ottl
iCip
Manager
ar
sion. He thought it would enhance his
couraged All letters must be sign,
The Murray I.edger & Tunesi URI'S 3011.700
1,150 special interest
image as a persuasive coined by the*writer and the writer's
groups gave $13 million to Corigrei,
The Murray Lodger 1. Times la published
municator.
address and phone number must
every afternoon escort Sundays, -forty 4,
sional
the
past
82
eleccandidates.
In
Christmas flay, Now Years flay and
be included For verification. The
As it turned out, this 'Lame Duck'
tions these special interest groups
Thanksuiving Day by Murray Newspaper•
number will not be publishphone
Inc. 1008 Whitnell Dr Murray, Ky 42071
nothing for
nothing.
It
did
session
did
tripled
to
almost-tie$
and they in
sociOnd claw Pewees. Paid at Murray. KY
_the_._people-st-this_ronntrv-- It did
•
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for
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appropriation
money
evenly,
this
spread
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The Murray Lesisper & Times is• member
did prove one thing though. LaMi I am in no way caUbig this a bribe,
S- Amaciated Press. Kenturk y 'Pr...
Address correspondence to:
Dock sessions never did work and
&Mxd Southern Newspaper
Aare
gos isath
as
gindidates depend on campaign
Wien.
Editor, The Murray Ledger k
they
never
will.
heck. But I do(eel it an unfair way
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datebook
Bobby Lee Riddle born
Mr and Mrs Ito hard Lee Itiddle.444-- 6. Renton,
•ire the parents of a son. Hobby Lee, weighing six
pourels 12 oleo rs. measuring 3) inches. born
Ii4e1ra-s•lay. Del 22, at 7 VI a in at Murray,t.
ourit
Hospital The mother is the
,
r 11•:verlv Store The father is employed at
,'.ker. Boa! Yard. Paducah
1.raitparents .ire Mr and Mrs Bobby 1,es. Stone.
I kcs ter and Mr and Mrs Edward Holt. Ken'on
gr,trutparenti are Mr and Mrs Arvin
if
1,t 1 I /ester Mrs FIsie Miiy,I1 of Vito, and
,!,• i.,141.

Patient dismissed
f!•••

f Pan lAmples Ilostata'.
of Villff:0,

lronnie

Pack committee to meet
cut, ,,uts t .triftlittee• ot Park 57 will meet tonight
; p i, at the First United Methodist
• .1 tie •f-'-sChop h
..antriittee members are urged to at
tenil. tspokesmah said

Youth,club will meet
The Youth club 44-J1-st 1,"hristian Church will
ii the spring seincster with a meeting at 54) In
edriesda), Jan 5. at
chun h Dinner will be
at S:15 p rii Iteservalions for the dinner
be made at thi• bur( h office.
• •
I

vItans plan meeting

as Civitan Club will open the new year
• tiro at 7 p in on Thursday. Jan. r•. at titg
Afit All members are urged to attend

Center closed Wednesday
7

altil C 'enter will be ilosel
.1aff 'it,-S4* the staff may alien-61,a
7 11,- Centers a ko Iff Ballard. Carlisle. •
Slarstiall 'and
kii.0
•
11,-, will be used .1111F will be an .
hase meeting

Tuesday'. Jan-.-4
Wednesday, Jan 5
Calloway County Hand rivities by Senior
Boosters will' Meet at 7 Citizens
p m in I.aker Hand
— - -Room
Mission groups of
Murray TOPS I take off Cherry Corner Baptist
p(Mn4ifi tienSIbly
Club Church are scheduled to
at '4' p.m.atchurcii.
will meet at 7 p m_ at meet
•
Health • Center, North
Flint Haptist Church
Seventh and Olive
mission groups am
Streets
scheduled to meet at 7
Alcoholics Anonymous
p m at church
will meet at A p in at
western portion of
Events at First
I is estock and Exposition
Presbyterian Church will
r 'enter. •
be choir practice at 6
p.m. and youth. group at
No
.
Altirra:s Assembly
6
30 pin.
p4 I )rilrr of the Rainbow
f..r Girls will meet at 7
Fellowship suppers will
p in at lodge hall
resume. at 5:45 p.m. at
E'elbwship Hall of First
Clfiss will meet
kaptist Church.
; p fIl at Seventh and
I '..pl.it I 'hurt-lira(-twist
First Christian Church
Youth Club will meet at 5
MurraN Duplicate p.m. at the church with
lir i Iv.- chili will trWet at 7 dinner to be served at
p 111 .11 Gleason Hall, St 535 p m
atholic Church
Caflowa
uftLY
-14/.-“4--1-1/rptrtt HO*,-Health' Center will be
sy ill be at 6 p iii at dosed all day
Iloilo
Itavid Cunn
Thursday, Jan.6
,
• Garden Department .or
Wfalker Group iof Murray Woman's Club
1:11 ,,t'
Church will meet at rp rm. at club
house
Women aill meet at
p it, at Ilaptiz,t --Student
Harlem Globetrotters
I'mon
'oriiiiiittee of Cut, will be at Racer Arena,
S. a,tit Pack 57 will meet Murray State University.
at ; p in at First United at 7 30 pm
!st,11-1,4ist

Gorden group to meet
;

'

5

it Unit 4-* (1
Jepar tment of the Murray Woman's ,
Nt ethodi t f•hurch
ti fnee
.t at 1 p ni on. Thursday.
Women iiH meet at 7
b hi ti
a it ii Marjorie Mayor as
p tit itt ehttir Ii.ind Billie Hall to give the
.1tilles I ions Cella. Sally
Wells. Chistine Stub-

• ••

'.1:. ,r Mar!
.
\Azatefer

Murray - Crvitan -Club
will meet at? p mitt Hi'g
Joe's Restaurant. .
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p m at lodge
hall

haul and I Joyigla,.4
Centers still I te. I /pen Irons'
Parents Anonymous
10 a til to 2 p in for af'• will meet at 6 30p m_ For

We Will Be Closed Wed. For Inventor

After Inventory
Clearance Sale
Boys Sizes 4-20
Three Piece Suits
Sport Coats
w4
Slacks
Dress Slacks
Dress Shirts
Knit Shirts
All famous Names
•Ci)10's & Tvvig
•Ou(uterhoc It
• 1r T(ir
•Billy The Kid

•Dorlry,(0)r

Wool
Girls 3-6X-- 7-14
School Jackets Pogent Dresses
School Dresses
/141,„0, Sportswear
.K y

Off

- Slacks
- Worm-Ups

2 price

_Boys & Girls4.

Boggins & Gloves

1/
2

Price

E.T. Dolls

1/
2

Reg $1504999
Site
—

Famous Nome Brands,,
•Dorisso
•Ruth of Carolina
•Aileen Girl
•Mortho's Minotures
•Sweet Sassy.
•Health Tex
-

1

Winter Has Just Begun-Shop Now And Save

Off

401i1=21migil

AU Sales Final-Exchon es Onl Where Possible

onths & Toddler Boys & Girls
oys & Girls c.
Entire Stock
Snow Suits
Overalls
Ploy Suits
Slack Sets
Save
All famous Names
Fieoltft Tex
Bryan -

/
1
2

40,
00•4..

Lorettcd.vrin named wildlife week chairman

Community calendar

Famous Make
Coats & Jackets

Jeans

143

Reduced
For
_task _

to

Open 9-6 Mon. Sat., Fri. 9 to 8

this them-e,:. Jun the country theme of this
,•, ,s.,!t•oa, public affairs year's observance so
4tee.--4oe -4-the National well:"
.'nt/tfinnr.r --errtibritt
'tip. r All,tlifc Federation in
countrs row j
"This Is Your Land —
I A*tett:-,
I) C . said
•
s it II000
— She
is a Public Lands Belong To
pti ked ti ica•-1 • ,,,
'tune
annti:d \.111
honest person All Of Us" is the theme
kft..wn hy many million for the March 20-26 obserl'ek 1'1 ‘1,0
,;•
1
1.401 • .
%mem-ans. and -the fits vance.
NAM/Witt
fic,
141'

Thursday,-Jan 6 information call 759-1087
or -753-6089
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7 30 p m at Ellis
Center.
— ----Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7 300.m
in annex of Calloway
Public Library

•

Mothers Morning Out is
scheduled at 5 30 a in at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church
-7-- -Mothers Day Out will
be at 9.it m at First Hap_
trst Church.
- - -Senior rttizens attivtties will be from 10
am to 2 pm at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m at
Ellis('enter.

NEW()VFW,
Recently elected as new officers of Southwestern District
Dental A toristantm A InocffitIon were, from left, Faye Stewart, treasurer,
Mayfielo Jt..)Ita \elk. secretary, Benton: Rhonda Dickson, president,
There were myyro Paducah. -awl kai 14441 Niotaher man, vice president, Murray. The association
Iilt.•:1•11
•
chromes-1d Detober___a_
Area Develoixnent Building, Mayfield,
at 730 p in oo the In so 1
1981 than in any tither
of each month All dental aasistants in Western
month of the year
Kentucky are urged to atterot

A tea Shrine clubs
elect new officers
at Kenlake Hotel
Mr Ipp hers of t he
%flu!
'
;illowity County
stit
t'hit) and the MarCounty Shrine Club
bold thir annual holiday
pa rts on Saturday, Dec
.
Konlake Hotel.
,ni• ot•I turnout of the

two Shrine Clubs was evident with the large dining
room of the hotel filled to
capacity.
Dignitaries from the
CLOWN OFFICERS — Frank Goner. lest is
Rizpah Shrine Temple atpresident of the Murray Shrine Clowns for 1401,1 'A ti
tending were Potentate
Jack Norwine, right,serving as vice presidcrit
Reg Lowery and his lady,
Farris, center, is a director. Serving as set f
Robbie, Recorder
treasurer is James C. Williams, not pictureit
Dundee Fulford and his
lady, Helen Graham,'and
Outer Guard Frank
Gavner and his lady,
Shirley.
Potentate Reg Lowery
installed the officers of
the Murray Shrine Club
and the Rizpah Shrine
Clowns.
Officers of the Shrine
Club are Cliff Finney,
presdent, Bob Farley,
vice president, Roy
Folsom, secretary treasurer, Ralph .
Emerine, director, and
Paul Claypool, director.
Officers of the Rizpah
Shrine Clowns are Frank
Gavner, president, Jack
Norwine, vice president,
James C. Williams,
secretary-treasurer, and
T.P. Farris, director:'
President Leroy Todd
NEW OFFICERS - Directing the Murray Shrine.Club. for 1003 will be, Left to
and
Clown President Cliff
right, Paul Claypool and Ralph Emerine.(in poor .4 Rob Farley, vice president,,
-Finney made a number of
and Cliff Finney, president. Hoy Folsom, sc.
v tre r.sorer of the club, is not
$100 Million 'DollarClub
pictured.
certificate presentations
for service to the club.
Those receiving the
certificates were Morris
Bilbrey, Crippled
Children's Chairman;
Ralph Emerine who has
- provided the club with the,
use of his barn located on
Highway '121 North;
James C. Williams for
publicity; Roy Folsom
who has served as
secretary-treasurer for
both organizations for
several years; Jack Norwine for his-outstanding
''clownmanship" over
GIVFS. DONATION
Jot - N Purdom, left, the years.
Another presentation
shows 'a- 6100 bill he contr tett to, the Murray
made
during the night
Shrine Club. He sald'he -had never-been associated
was to the club president
mob& swam,71184314 • with a more congenial group than the members at
the club. The money wlll beplaced in the 6100 and the clown president.
The presentation conMillion Miler Club of the Shrine of North America
sisted of two dells which
which idways rernains'intact and only the interest
• used to *support Shrtnits Hospitals for Crippled were made by Mrs. Roy
Folsom. One doll was to
=
n
,„..tr\_
he three Shrtners Hospitals for Burned
Clown President Finney
. Murray flub president Leroy Todd is at
and the other was to Club

right

'Rootage
America's
impala* new
actresa. Sc

President Todd. Each
doll was designed to
pients when dressed out.
in their clown costume.
Special guests at the
club ,were Mr. and Mrs.
John Neal Purdom. Mr.
Puttbm_laiods_katesiiv_
tattoo to the clubet $100

MOM. ONS/1"4/01/04

SAVINGS IN EACH DEPT
UP TO

Choidren s Fash•ons

represent the general appearance of the two reci-

January Clearance
SALE
Still In Progress
50%

dollar bill which will be
added to the fund to support the crippled
children's hospitals.
Following the dinner
and presentation, the
group went to the large
banquet room for a
dance. Music was provided by Johnny Glen with
his guitar and dolma*

CM
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BAZAAR'S FAMOUS U.S. COUPLES SHARING, CARING, LOVING ...

Tuesday hospital list released
census at Muria)
allif\aio Counts
'Hospital for Tuesday
Wits 129...a4iults
and It-ye in nurserN

Newborn

230 Vernon. Fulton. Andrew D. Frwm, Box 752. "
Dresden, Tenn . Miss
Sandra - K Wright. 909Minor, Paris, Tenn .
Willa Teague, 513 Foster ..••••
Paris. Tenn .
Miss Kelita J Vance.
'lit 1. Robert Flood. 813
Bart hr . Charlie MeCl.are. 915 North IRO St
Mrs Est.. N1,,Ory. itt 2.
Water ‘'alles.. Jean I
;reen..11:1 South 13th St.

admissions

were Sarah . Sheinwell
and baby girl, lit 8. Benton. and Rubs Gamble
:mil baby girl lit 8. lien
ton.
Dismissals stir.' as
follows
Mr. Susan i 111ders,lri.

Low-calorie diet plan discussed
WAS1IINGT0N , Al'
been - unable to confirm
The- Food and Drug Ad- any tusk because the data
•• O.•
•.
flab I.
/ .161.
,

P•

ministration 'has issued
its third warning against
using the low -calorie
I.'ambritige Diet
or ans
diet providing less than
BOO calories a this
without medical supervi

Aafncio 1:40.4.e.,••••-

is

still

we're too 'united. because
of pre-existing illness or
because- of the use of
medication

%

rite

Canillnlige

Diet

primioted
Plan- International of •
proNiontere). Calif
s tiles 3.10 calories a ilas iii
a flavored isowiler nutted
with water
agencs s'aiti
it', rived
181 compl-aints
01 illness anti six deaths
possibls :IN.s.felateil %a lit]
lilt• 1..111111)1'0i:if Ihrt
. ••• 1 ••••
tail hail

In a response, ‘'aughn
Feather. president of Cambridge Planintertia:
toinal. said. I. the best
of our kilos% ledge. for the
hundreds of thousands of inch% idirals who hare
_followed the ,plan, no
serious side effects have
been experienced that
a.- 4,
can be responsibls
t- rat
it-Muted to Cambridge
Ile said Cambridge and
FDA °finials planned a
January meeting to
thscum the diet

sarmazip*
ofTrof, t,

Bobbles From Bobbie

sfe,,

WHETHER THEIR CAREERS KEEP THEM APAT SOME OF THE TIME or whether they're together constantly, these live married couples
featured in Decamber's Harper's Bazaar are totally &NOW ID Nell other. Top row (left to right) Muhammad and Veronica All: Gregory
and Veronique Peck; and Governor John and Phyllis Brown with their Son, Lincoln Bottom row (left to right) Geoffrey and Carmat 1.4dIder;
and Kenny and Marianne Rogers.
,
What woman wouldn't
want a . handsome, successful man who's passiOnateabouther? - -, • - Five such men talk
about what they love
most about their
beautiful Wives in
Harper•S Rai/tars
December issue and tell
what it is that makes

their private lives even
More fulfilling thah super
stardom.
- -llere-a-re their capsule
comments

Maniple is content being
a wife and Mother. She
has boundless love to give
me and our son, and her
happiness makes me happy!"

• Kenny Rogers about
• Muhammad Ali
his Marianne, who is a
Star ht her "Alight but • "Vt.r_Ohica is a real lady
Prefers. just being his . elegant. intelligent.
wife "I'm lucky that _huriThle And she has the

highest morals, which
made me"know right off
. she had to be mine"
• Keritucky Governor
John Y Brown about his
wife Phyllis '4 George).
beauteous sports commentator -With Phyllis,
-every- day . Ls .-a Super
Bowl' She has, a
remarkable thirst for life,

and she's overboard on
our Son I Ancoln She
loves him so much'"

• Ge-offrey .Holder
about his
dancer
Carmen de 1.a v
-Carmen gets *loon.

and
• Gregpry Peck "1 more.
Iteautiful MI the
count on Veromque for tiffilf
and Ole • ha, a
everything, esp.ecially marvelous inner
beauts..
her good_ French logic
We are two people living too' -She's
self
one hie in intimate com- confident and estraiirdinarils feminine "
panionship ••

Students to be enrolled in outdoor recreational seminar
GOLDEN POND Students from nine colleges will disCover
there's more to managing
recreation area than
can be learned from a
textbook when they attend the ahnual Outdoor
Recreation Seminar Jan.
10-14 at TVA's Land Between The Lakes i I MI.
Seminar coordinator
Beth Andrews, a recreation specialist at 1.81„.
says the week of lectures
and fieldwork will give
participants ?valuable,
practical experience.
*
Three main aspects Of
recreation will be purseed, Andrews said. programming: design
and resource managemeht and administration.
While a typical student
majoring in recreation
may ..not ,be expected to
command all these skills,
those who find jobs with
small-scale employers
may have "to know a little bit of everything," Andrewssaid. .
"We're training future
professionals in a
workshop arena," she explained.
LBL, which is supported by Federal funds,
serves as an important
demonstration area in
outdoor recreation, Andrews said. "Most of our
speakers are drawn from
LBL staff,"she said."We
hope the students will
learn about budgeting,
marketing and managing
the resources of a recreation area.
Students will be housed
In Brandon Springs
Group Camp, 1.81.s dormitory camp overlooking
Bards Lake. Built into the
agenda are many ses-

stuns that will give the their college affiliation
students an opportunity and must therefore coorto explore the other at— dinate vastly different
collegiate backgrounds to
tractions in 1.111..
On Monday, for exam- derive a common soluple,. the students will tion.
This is the sixth year
travel to the theater - in
the Golden Pond Visitor
Center where they will
see a demonstration of
multiniedia presentations as a meeting tool.
People in the area who
Tuesday, • group will
visit one. of two family plan to apply for Social
camprounds in 1.41. for a Security retirement or
session on designing cam- survivor benefits before
they reach 6.5 should
pground areas..
Thursday's aCtivities remember to apply no
will perhaps be the most later than the month they
challenging. In the morn- want benefits to begin.
ing the students will be Bettye Williams, Social
presented with a complex Security District
problem that could Manager in Paducah,
realistically be en- said recently.
Thia is because, with
countered in recreation
teilAgiceptions
. a person
areas anywhere.
Armed _only with who -wants to receive
guidelines to solve the reduced • benefits before
problem and information 65 cannot receive them
they have gleaned from- for months before the
the sessions earlier in the month he or she applies.
week,the students will be Retired workers and
asked to present a their wives or husbands
workable solutioh by the can start getting benefits
early as 62 and widows
end of the day. "You* don't expect any and widowers as early as
earth-shattering solu- 60.
A worker and hts or her
tions because they don't
have a lot of time to solve wife or husband can
the problem," Andrews receive benefits only for
said. "But the short time months in which they are
puts additional pressure eligible throughout the
on them, which they can entire month This means
realistically expect in the that unless a person
field.. Many times-in day- reaches 62 on the first or
lo-day sititatiens you second day of the month,
don't have the time you he or she cannot receive a
think you need to solve a benefit for that month.
A person who applies
problem, but you're still
expected to work it out." after reaching 65 can
The problem-solving receive benefits for up to
day also benefits the 6 months before the
students _in_another way, month of application. but
Andrews said. The
students will be mixed in
groups without regard to

for the I.B1. recreation
Originally it
seminar

University of Wisconsin
at Stevens Points and
Massachusetts College ad

Hill college. Arkansas
Te. U, Illinois St4te,

Florida State. Memphis
began as a field trip for
State. Illinois's Wabashone university. This -year? Springfield.
Other schoo Ls Valley Collekit, and the
Andrews expects approxisnatey 70 students, some represented include UniversitY of - Southern
from as far away as the North Carolina's Mars Alabama - •

Persons should apply early for benefits
not before the month he
or she became 65.
It is a good idea to ow
ly 2 or 3 months. before a
person wants 'benefits to
begin. This gives Social
Security enough time to
process the claim so
benefit checks will begin
shortly afterincome from
work stopsor is reduced.

Before applying. a person should get (-ertan
documents and inforoui Ron This in(lodes the
person's Social Secunty
card or a record of the
number; Forms -W..2 for
the past 2 years; or if selfemployed, selfemployment tax returns
for the past 1 years and

Newborn admission, dismissals
released from the local hospital

es °fern e of filing
canceled check .
evidence of date iaf birth,
preferably a birth certificate or baptismal
mcord 'recorded before..
age 5
More information
about Social Security applications and benefits
can be obtained from
either the Paducah Social

Security Office. located
'SW "rtintr Oak Road.
telephone 1-443-7506. orthe Mayfield SOrlill

Security Office: located
Census. at MurrayJones, RI 3, Benton,
on US Highway 45 North.
Calloway County Harold Gish,'.1520 I.oif•
telephone -247-8095
Hospital- for Thursday__ don. Matthew, V
Dec. 30, was 110 adults Stephenson. Hui 3.
and eight in nursery
Puryear. • Tenn . Mrs
A newborn adiTussion Martha A Phillips, 501i
was t'athy Pennington Blair. •
and baby girl, 208 South
Allen M Eugley, lit 2
Cherry St
Puryear, Tenn; Richard
Dismissals were as D I.yell, Rt. 1, Hazel.
follows. 7
Adolphus Sheridan, Rt I.
Mrs. Myrtel k. C9Ison. Hazel. Commie E Cam.
Rt. 3: Mrs. Nova J. Cole, Rt. I. Alma: Mrs Eva 0
Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs Don- Hundley. 407 South Ninth
na F. Scott, 95 Riviera; St.;
Jamie Freeman, lit' 9,- -• Porter Q Charon, 1108
Vernon
Benton; Mrs Rog_enna Olive
Walker, ISIS Murray St., Roberts. 308 North
Mayfield; Mrs. Lucy Fin- Eighth St John McNeeney, New Concord;
ly, 305. South 15th St .
Miss Jean I Rainey. Aubrey 0. Flits I ex103 South 12th St; Miss pired). 705 Wry. Mrs
Cheryl Burke, RI 4. Willie Taylor ; expired )
Utica:' Mts. Juanita 739 Nash Dr

"WHO INVITED YOU???"
If sou 've always dreamed of getting muted in
the lime tlorch where you went to Sunday School
and if only seats 1 2S People and your guest list is a
potential 25C you .vot need to re evaluate and do
some k OnnYOMISIng Here are some helpful plow
tips
'rout budget ploy% an important ..port of, deter •
mining nurnbers First you hove 'o Work with your
parent% and dis.uss What money you have to deal
le '
with Then the hard port de, idling whin' style
reception _Sometimes you„may feel that - your
choosing between people and thino but you caw
work it all out
Space is another important dela,. It-% better to
si, hove too rIttA IN space than nut enough It- y our_plOn"Fling on outdoor reception do allow tor rain and
have- a back up plan ready
- '
When de(iding — .0 • gel to .n.,te the moo
people
don t let"- .iito a tug of waft thyide
the lists equally between your parents your
. grooms Parents unti, don f forget your s and your
groom friends so ynor. own OtilffIP•fin, es k an attend
the wedding tool '
Once the total number s definite hove your
mother inform 'fie groom s mother of the limited
amount If the groom s family is from Out Of tO.v.ii
if is possible their amount of guests will be smaller
Iherefote your side , ould in. Tense the' number of
invited guests iOnly after the grooms mother. has
a definite number ,
I Finally go over the three guest lists be sure
there.tue no duplications and get definite minting
lists with proper addresses After you've mailed
the invitotions don- t forget to keep up with
.. .
responses and .
_note.,. who is or is not coming
Therefore you conMvile other people
Planning the guest list will be one of the first
loin? ventures you your groom and the two
families. will go through It won f be easy but it can
be dons Remind yourself of the end result a
weddsIng wilere you will be surrounded by people
you love the most'

The Showcase

st. -If sow have comments or
evestietis, we wade iis
precist• Warts, from you '
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49

HANGING
DUAONSTRATIONS
Wo'N Show You
Now Easy
"Is

Mon. January 10th
4:00 p.m. TO 8:00 p.m.
GYMNASTIC & DANCE
CLASSES

VV AL...FAME

3594 We CNA IL
UWE CM PLAZA
MOM,IC
1118114AT
Set-SW•1110

By Pass

753 4541

Olympic
Plaza

753-3174
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Wallpaper

FREE

1 21

Going Out Of
Business Sale
The .11toile iq!LT PI%

REGISTRATION

)'44(07P174

-

MURRAY
GYMNASTIC
CURTER

lora Now
liwy 441 N.
753-0121

Oak & Glass Display Cases
Whiskey Barrels
Large Clock
Antique Trunk
Adding Machine
Old Cash Register
Pipes, Lighters
Humidifier
Tobacco Pouches
Table & Chairs
All Gift Items
Electric Sign
Cigars, Imported Cigarettes
Noon Aloo-Sot 9.5
tee

1146t.6 I HI. MINK

.1.14 i MIEN.Tre.da).Jarman 4, 1963

.k .

Author attempts to change attitude of lefiiivers
By BARBARA MAYER
. AP Newdeatiares
Americans account for
about 5 percent of the
world's population, but
they produce 50 percent
of the world's garbage.
It costs the average
Amencan city between
$35 and $50 a ton to collect
the trash Most cities
treat the expenditure dli a
dead loss. However,a few
trailblazers defray some
of the cost by reselling
usable leftovers
One person who would
like to see these statistics
of waste change is
Carolyn Jabs, who has
spent four years in
researching uses for
some of the discards of
American civilization In
a book, she enumerates
more than 2,000 ways to
recycle and reuse the
.„things people ordiruirily
throw away
Ms Jabs said she felt
she had been in training
to write the twok all of her
life
When I was a child
growing up in the
Midwest. I had a junk box
under my bet]. When I

moved to New York. I
furnished my first apartment with curbside chic
— things 1. found on the
street," she said. Then,
after moving to a 100-acre
farm in upstate New
York. she began recycl-trig garage sale and attic
finds as decorative and
useful accessories in her
new rural
As a result of these experiences, she has
developed a recycling
philosophy as well as a
list of recycling do's and
don'ts.
First, she stresses that
nobody can use every bit
of excess that comes into
his life. She urges people
to relaxabout recycling
and treat the activity as
fun rather than a chore.
Her prescnption is simple -Before you throw
something away, just
look at it If you don't see
any immediate value in
keeping it, throw it away
with a clear conscience."
Another rule is to
'change your attitude
regarding leftovers
"Don't see them as
something you have to

get rid of, but look at
them as a new material."
she 'Ind.( An empty tin
can is not merely a used
food cohtainer. It is also a
shiny Metal cylinder. As
such, new uses may came
to mind —a building
material, for example.
Juice cans are so sturdy
you can use them to build
simple furniture, such air
a hassock or a table base.
Whatever the project.
treat the recycled
material seriously — as if
you had paid for it. And
don't use slapdash
methods of construction
just because it didn't cost
anything.
The best reuses are
personal - marriages of
available material and
pressing need For example, she inherited a collection of old feed sacks
when she moved into her
farm home. The sacks
were too pretty to throw
out, so she kept them.
Before long, -a use suggested itself She combined them into a collage
which -- sprayed with an
acrylic coating - is now
a decorative wall hang-

If these ideas seem like
too much trouble, just
keep a suPPIY
WO On
hand to use as blotters in
fried-food cooking. "They
work better than piper
towels, absorb more
grease and are free." she
said.
Styrofoam egg cartons
can be tacked up in an
outbuilding or attic as insulation. Or use the in---dividual egg cups as seed
starters.
Another seed starter
can be made from a 4inch section of a paper
towel tube. Cut slits in the
tube, fold it up to make a
container andfill it with
soil mix. You can plant
out the entire tube since
the paper will decompose
in the ground.
Her favorite reuse idea
calls for a rolltop
deoderant bottle. She
pops the top off and refills
the bottle with water,
then pops the top back on
and uses it to moisten
stamps. Or,she refills the
bottle with suntan oil,
then uses it to cost her
body while keeping her
hands dry and nonsticky.

ing.
When Ms. Jabs and her
husband were renovating
their home. they found
lots of oldfiuthioned door
knobs on the premises.
Using set iicrews, she attached the knobs to the
wall and they are now
highly decorative and
useful hooks. She also
recycled an air register
grate into a trivetand old
bleach bottles were cut
and bent with the application of heat into pitchers
and funnels.
Ms. Jab* said she has
discovered that many of
the plastic containers on
sale at the dime store can
be duplicated for free at
home using leftcnier food
and cleaning-supply containers.
Among some of the
ideas in her book are uses
for that most common
throwaway - the brown
paper grocery bag. She
suggests you cut the bag
at the seams, iron it an
low heat to get the
creases out and use the
resulting material in a
vanety of ways. These include as a wall covering,
gift wrap paper, or cut into strips and woven into
piacemiirs (spray with
clear acrylic to lengthen
use time and increase
durability)

("Re-Uses: 2,133 Ways
to Recycle and Reuse the
Things You Ordinarily
Throw Away," is published by Crown. )
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HA I I 73K
THIS RANCH HOUSE FEATURES a blend of traditional
and modern styling. The hire living room has sliding glass
doors which lead out to a terrace. There are three bedrooms
in another wing. Plan HAI I73K has 1,370 square feet. For
moreinformation write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Derick B. Kipp, 48 West
48th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

•

on the-house
Covettry Mom

Hocks & Butts
whoie Hog

ausage
100

3 lb 11.1 S
SW

Pars Ground B•of

$ 1 946

Patties

averts? Lbs. 14 Ui. Soz

Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
$ 1 25
No Cherge for Cerise Minos
impel.,

Hind Quarters
Fore Quarters
7
—

12S to 1501b. $ 11 31 11
$1 1
12S tee 150 I. II
lb.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

75I• 14(11
We Accipt feed
7 s.e.-i p.m. Iles.•Fri.
Stamps
101W. 3rd St.
7 s...•lip... Sat
On! rederol In
tied Meat Market In Muctifiy

WHAT'S
THE POINT
OF RUNNING
THOSE PUBLIC
NOTICE ADS?

By ANDY LAN
AP Newsfeatures
I-:very year about this
t,ime, the queries pour in
about sweating windows
and walls How do you
prevent this condition,
the result of condensation. anZ - haw -do you
eliminate it'
No one reply w\ouid
answer everyone's individual question, since
each case requires an individual solution. Yet
everyone can find his own
answer if he understands
the Arinciples of condensation.
•
When sweating occurs
whether it be on a window pane, a wall, a pipe
or anywhere else -- it is
because warm, moist air
has settled on a cool surface It does not Lake
place when warm, moist
air rests on a warm,
moist surace or when
cold air rests on a cold
surface. Only when you
have the warm, nleitSt air
on a cold object do you

have condensation, more vents, exhaust fans or
generally krliown as even something so simple
as open windows. When
sweating.
Now that you know the windshield in your car
what is causing the trou- steams up, you turn on
ble, a little thought will the air that rushes across
show you the solution. Ob- the inside of the windviously, you must not per- shield or you open the
rriit the air to get so moist window a bit. The princior you must see that it ple is the same.
leaves the house before it -- _Anolher solution to the
has a chance to settle on excessive moisture proanything or you must see blem is to remove some
that the excess moisture of it from the air via a
is removed from the air dehumidifier. It can be a
or you must change the simple one or a
cold surfaces to warm sophisticated one, depensurfaces. In short, you ding on the severity of
must do something to pre- your trouble.
Then, of course, there
vent the combination of
warm, moist air and a is the matter of getting
cold place on which it can rid of cold surfaces. Your
windows may need storm
To prevent the air in windows outside them or
your house from getting some kind of plastic or
so filled with water, you other material inside
must attack it at the them. If the windows resources. There must be main cold and the air insome system in the kit- side the house is warm
chen- and the bathroom and moist, you will have
that immediately gets the sweating.
Remember the funmoisture to the outside. It
can be in the form of damentals of condensation and you also will get
the answers to the pro-

Only Martin-Snout
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Williamsburg Hallmark
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Good. honest
government is
ahvays cogitated m
It* °Con State law
requires the pubilcahon
of public notice
advertisements to
ke•P YOuintorined
about whet your
government is doing
It works

THIS
NEWSPAPER
SUPPORTS
YOUR
RIGHT
TO KNOW

_ A local minor in
Kentucky hid
several hundred
thousand dollars In
a bank account his
own city councilmen
didn'Llinerw about. A
printed legal
advertisement In the
local newspaper led
10 news nodes that
inlormed the entire
OonWmirilly.
V A county Judge
executive was
dlecovered buying
thousands of dollars

is goods and

union without
bids. A
901116
.4 led to
the dIscrovery and
pressaston of to
cads.

:711

Sale Jan.- 3-14111 Sale

Williamsburg interior
Flat Wall

$14"

(Reg. S18.99)

Gel.

Homo Decorator Flat Well
$099
(Rog. $13.65)

Stock Wallpaper
$399um*ad(Roil. S11.99)
Stocking!
Floorcovoring
Colors so express wur lifestyle.

- Terry's Paint and
ecorating Center

cold — but the one most
often used is to line the inside of the tank/ with a
special material made
especially for that purpose. When the tank has
been drained and ..the
material glued to the Inside. t.iviter_let iddoss__ —
not make/ the outside of
the tank Cold and there is
no condensation.
Getting back to windows, if you have storm
windows and there still is
sweating on the inside
wipdows; It means the
'storm windows are not
airtight. If the sweating is
only on the storm windows, it means the inside
windows are not airtight
and the moist air is getting through and settling
on the storm windows.
(If you fix things
around the house, you
will find valuable data in
Andy Lang's handbook,
"Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50
to this paper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07686.)

here's the answer
have to drill pilot holes
By ANDY LANG
for
the, nails. The pilot
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I read your article- _holes should be smaller in
about how to correct thickness than the nails
squeaks on stairs. Our so the nails will really
problem is squeaks on take hold inside the wood.
our second floor, which is This is a kind of trial-andhardwood. I moved here error method, so be
30 years ago and the floor prepared to drive more
squeaked then. People nails into the floor than
told me the squeaks are needed unless you are
would go away in time, very lucky. Drive the
but they never have. I _nails slightly below the
have a regular carpet 7siulace, which can .be
covering the floor now, done only if you use the
but that doesn't - help proper nails. The tiny
either. I would appreciate holes can be filled with
whatever advice you can wood putty and sanded
level before replacing the
give us.
A. — When the squeaks =Peeare on a second floor and
Q. — A few years ago, I
cannot be attacked from
underneath, they must be put up acoustic ceiling
silenced from above. You tiles in. ow. attic. They
have very little choice but have become somewhat
to drive nails into the dingy in appearance and
floor in the area of the I now would like to paint
squeaks, trying to do so them. I read somewhere
where the floor boards that the tiles will lose
cross the beams. Un- -their acoustical value if
threaded or other typesel they are painted.
nails with special holding However, even If this is so
power. Drive them into and I decide to paint
the floor in pairs at an them. can I use any kind
angle so that their points of paint?
A. — The tiles will lose
almost meet inside the
some of their acoustical
floor.
If you could see through quality, but not all. Is this
the floor after the nails so important in an attic'
are in place, they would In any case, if you paint
form a V. Since the floors them, use a latex paint
are of hardwood, you will and apply it with. roller.

30%
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blems of sweating pipes
and toilet tanks. Do you
have a cold pipe that
sweats and drips water to
the floor? All you have to
do to eliminate the cold
surface is to cover it with
something that will not be
cold.-It can be_one of the
many forms of. wrapping
material or one of the
slip-on foamlike tubes.
Now, with no cold surface
to cause condensation,
the pipe no longer will
sweat. .
A toilet tank is a problem area because the
cold water inside it
makes the surface of the
porcelain or other
material very cold. The
warm, moist air usually
Ins bathroom condenses
on the cold tank snd
causes the dripping with
which most of us, are
familiar. There are a
number of solutiOns for
this problem — among
them covering the tank
with a fabric or having a
plumber install a mixing
valve so the water in the
tank is not completely

for oil YOur Trovtl R•Servolions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
reireameing
America., NW kitenestiewsl Treveitine

Q. — There are several
long stripe on the bottom
of our bathtub where we
put them years ago to
prevent slipping. No matter how much we scrub
them, they look dirty. We
would like to replace
them with new ones, but
don't know how to get
them up. Is there some
special knack to this?
A. — No. They usually
peel off. Should you run
into any problem, use a
razor blade or something
similar. The secret of using it properly so as not to
scratch the porcelain is to
hold it as flat as possible.
When the strips are up,
you will find discoloration that will have to be
rubbed vigorously. In extremely stubborn e11.614,
you may have to ass it
rubber cement Wane:
bid don't try this wiles.
the bathroom window it
wide open.
Q. — We have an old
wall made of irregular
pieces of stone which are
held together with mort
tar. The mortar between
some of the dap.
pears to be crumbling.
I try to flx these joinia. do
I use ordinary mortar or
something special? I
assume the mortar is applied the same as it is between bricks.
A. — Yoe -ins us a
intsture of one part of
portland cement to three
parts of sand and a half a
pot et Jim or you can
-Lour ailreedy-mli mortar.
Mix well with water until
it is the conelitency of
mud. Before you apply
this, be sure to remove all
loose pieces of old mar.
tar. Pack it in well ang
leg at the jointaa‘
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Blackbirds plague Lexington

•

LEXINGTON, K y
(AP) — A local health of.
tidal says the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service this
meek will help implement
another plan for ridding
Ladngton of its pesky
blackbirds.
Harry Marsh, director
of environmental and
consumer affairs for the
Lexington-Fayette Caulty Health Department,
would not divulge details
of the plan.
But he said complaints
from residents have been
mounting since the
durable birds moved to
town for the winter.
They blacken the sky
by day, soiling sidewalks
and cars. Some flocks are
so large, in fact, that they
are picked up on radar at
Blue Grass Airport.
By night, they fill trees
throughout the city, shattering the evening
stillness . with their gutteral squawking.
The Audubon Society of
Kentucky counted nearly
5.000 crows and an equal
number of darlings in
southern Fayette County
and part of Jessamine
County on Dec.
said
James Williams. who
coordinated the Project
That was five times as
many crows and three
times as many starlings
as the society counted
here five years ago,
Williams said.
And while winter's cold
forces the starlings south,
the crows are here to
stay, Marsh said.
Traditionally, the
crows were country
birds, but they began
moving downtown three

yearsago,hesaid
The birds worn through
the Uruversity of Kentucky campus or circle
downtown high-rises
before roosting for the
night.
"They're just berming leas intimidated by
people. less concerned
about being-- In urban
areas," Marsh said.
They appear larger.
too, and their freeloading
at area livestock feedlots
is "helping them keep
their numbers up,
Marshsaid.
The health department
has received its most
serious complaints from
the airport, where flocks
of birds have been interfering with aircraft
flight patterns.
"In the mornings and in
the evenings, they block
the approaches to the airport on their way to
feeding grounds or to
their rood." said James
Brough, the airport's executive director. "At
times, so many birds are
concentrated that you
can pick it up on radar."
So far, no aircraft has
run afoul of the-flocks,
but "the only, reasonable
solution is to remove the
birds to a different area
or somehow get rid of
them," Brough said.
That's easier said than
done, however.
"You just can't drive
them away with noises
and scare t a ctics,"
marsh said.
At best, the birds just
move to a different part
of town, he said. At worst,
they fly around a bit, then
return to the same spot.

Hospitalreports sever,births
Censu-s
Callow 'a y County
Hospital for Wednesday,
'Dec. 29, was 120 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Debra Robbins and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.; Karen Hobbs and
baby girl, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Candy Webb
and baby boy, Rt. 2.
Dismissals were as
follows:

Dexter,
Mrs. Ramona Michele
Brewer, Box 997, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Regenia S
Rodgers, Rt. 1, Water
Valley;
James E. Mitchu.son,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Robert
Rains, 114 North Seventh
St.; Miss Megan Jackson.
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Richard Steiger; 1620
Catalina; Gregory D
Smith, Rt. I. Almo:
Warner W. Johnson,
Chad Fox, 633 South Box 573; Mrs. ShertVictoria
Fourth St.; Miss
Alexander, Rt. 6; Mrs
Voegeli, 203 Court, Roselee Walker,
Rt. 2.
Fulton; Arthur Kinel, 101 Roy Hurt, Rt. 3, Benton.
Spruce St.; Mrs. Mrs. Myrtle Erwin, 1308
Elizabeth Rogers, 1316
Farris;
Vine St.; Mrs. Teresa Dolphus Lawrence, Rt
June Duncan, Rt. 1, Har- 1, Sedalia; Herbert
din; Mrs Edna Merrell, Boyle, Rt. 1; John E
A7 Fox Meadows;
Sullins, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Mrs. Kia Crouse and „James Cunningham, Rt.
baby boy, Rt. 2, Benton; 2, Kirksey ; Mrs. Mary E
Miss Angela Thweatt, Rt. McCuiston (expired , Rt
1, Almo; Mrs. Terri 5.

Sheriff stops property auctions
PITTSBURGH (AP) — it." Markovitz said. He
A sheriff says he wanted called foreclosures
to give "a little time" to "distasteful" but
jobless homeowners by necessary.
pulling their houses off He said he advised his
the auction block, but an clients not to challenge
attorney says the gesture the move in court as long
may have broken the law. U it was not repeated.
Saying he sympathized
Markovitz said bad
with victims of the reces- loans can hurt small
sion. Allegheny County savers as well as big
Sheriff Eugene Coon banks.
withdrew 42 owner- "These banks are sayoccupied houses from an ing most of this money is
auction lid, giving Coun- made up of little people
ty Judge Nicholas who give the .bank their
Patudakos time to at- money and say 'Make me
tempt
'
to organize a some money and protect
moratoriuili," mortgage it." he said. "And if the
foreclosures.
loan's insured, the
The properties had federal government has
been scheduled for sale to ply,and that's you and
Monday to pay hick me."
hiss, and overdue leas Coon said his action
installmmts.
also would displease
Coon's action drew businessmen who
swift praise from officials routinely buy homes at
o f the United sheriff sales, pay the
Steelworkers union, liens and resell the prowhich has an estimated perties at a profit.
50,000 members in the One man facing loss °tcounty out of work.
his home was Harry
"U we don't dart doing Bacus, 211, an Air Force
something for these peo- veteran who has been
ple, there's going to be a unemployed for it monrevolution." said Walter ths. Although his horns
Bachowoki, director of was saved by the,
USW Diabict
Veterans Administrations
Coon anticipated not Coon's action, "I
criticiam, although "all didn't know there were
we're doing is giving any other alternatives (to
them a RUM time."
foreclosure)," Bacua
be bear- saki "We were just going
"I ezpect
leg from some banks," be to let It go up in theamid. "There are lawyers sheriffs sale. runaing around here la his case, the VA
Immobile their beads postponed monthly
ea nay get a pine of payments and may
Vo•actIon, fa lism• MANIOC* the mortgage it
They're on a Pars~ Dacusfinds work.
basis."
Homes are the lad
Attorney Bernard thing unemployed
Illarkoeits, who weetere nekieo teny eadi,
41Pressob leaders, said lag cars sod other pcusesCum ausy have broken More to met mortgage
the law.
payments, said Robert
'I don't think it's legal Toy of the Yea Valley
nal a usattsr of contract- unemployed Commiuse.
I dial Oak MGM Coon "It is people's last
bas the authority to do Aunt',he mit

THE PADUCAH COCA-COLA
BOTTLING CO. EMPLOYEES
COULDN'T START THE NEW YEAR
WITHOUT THANKING YOU FOR THE OLD ONE.
1982 wos a great year for us ?honks to your making
Coke,* TAB.• Sprite,•Sucoor Free Sprite,' Mello Virile
MI. Pibb.• A&W Rootbeer.' and Sunkist* your favorite
soft drinks
In fact, you mode the-past year the greatest year ever
for us at the Poducah Coco-Colo Bottling company.

That's !spec lolly important to us-becouse of Western
Kentuc k y s only home owned bottling company, you're
not only'our Listomer s, you're our friends too
So thonk s for drinking Coke ond remember. if there
- was no- choMpion. there wouldn't be o cholIenger
Coke. Is It
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Breaking into nation's Top 20 takes more than winning
(ButRacers ore doing their darndest!)
Let's see ... No.17 Georgetown ... No.18 North
Carolina . No.19 Houston ... 20 Purdue
hmmmm,no Murray State. yet.
No the Racers haven't cracked the nation's Top 20
basketball poll this season -- but the idea isn't as
far-fetched as some may believe.
Little ol' MSU with its 8-1 inheritance just might

NO, NO, NO! — It's
hard getting to the top,
especially when the
breaks don't always go
your way. Murray State
basketball coach Ron
Greene (on knees) experiences one of his less
favorable moments during the UAB Clank last
week. Along with Treene
—Ire his assistant coaches
Mike Dill (at left in both
photos) and Steve
Newton. The Racers are
8-1 after winning the holiday tournament championship.
Photos by Jim Rector

covering
al/ fields
Isr:JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

make the big time this season Someday in the near
future the Racers might be seen in the same
catagory as the Indianas; Kentuckys. Virginias and
UCLAs. maybe not that high
But anywhere in the Top 20 would do.
A. cording to Doug Vance, the school's sports information department is doing its darndest to get
all the recogagian the Racers deserve
Behind every Top 20 national poll there's a thousand or more sports information directors
religiously mailing out statistics, features and
glorifying literature concerning their respective
universities All done in an effort to enlighten the
',oilers about their winning situations
There's a lot more to getting a team into the Top
20 than one would imagine. Vance says
"First of all you have to identify the various polls
and who is involved in the voting Then you try to
bombard them -with—the right Informannfi to let
-Them know who -yob ari;-anif -what you'ardOne.-''
Vance said •'It's a lot harder for us MSU because
we're not a name school to begin with like Indiana
or UK We've got to do like Idaho did last year and

come out of nowhere a-nd make a name for
ourselves"
-Winning by itself won't always do it either."
Vance insists
As sports information director, Vance must often
decide not only what to send, but how .ucti to send
to the various pollersand others who mightNhave influence in a poller's area
You can oversell your product if you're not
:ireful." Vance warns "If you send too much information all the time they'll end up throwing it in
the garbage without even looking at it."
And speaking from personal experience. Vance
isn I just blowing in the wind Often is the day a
sports editor will receive a stack of lettertr-threefei.t high with only about one-inch worth of pertinent information The rest visits File 13, never to
see daylight again
This year the Ra ers are making Vance's job

easier by creating the type of statistics that sell
teams to the Top 20 potters. A 5-0 road record, the
championship of the University of AlabamaBirmingham Classic. three All-Ohio Valley Cori
ference players, two trips to the NIT in the last
three yeacs, and a current shooting percentage of
over 50 percent by each of the starting five all add
up to favorable reviews by national voters.
But Vance doesn't stop with mere statistics.
Quotes by opposing coaches and rankings by
various publications (Street & Smith and The Sporting News to name a couple) are all compiled and
distributed to present an overall image of the Racer
program.
-Right '\itow we're planting seeds that will
_
topetully grow:,into something big *in The'next few
weeks It'silnelo start thinking-abolirii Top-20 spot
when you deserve it, but you can't wait until then to
start letting people know who you are and what
you've done," Vance said.

. While Vance has been busy publicizing the
positive, Ron Greene's been busy giving him the
positive to publicize.
Greene, Racer head coach, says the attention of a
Top • 20 ranking would be nice, but it's not the
foremost goal of his team right now.
"There's a lot of good teams, if you care to
browse through the Top 20, and right now the first
step would be for us to even be mentioned in the
same breath as some of them. I think: we have a
very good ballclub this year but we've got a lot of
room for improvement.
"It.would be nice to be ranked in the Top 20, but
that would be a positive byproduct of what we're
.,
trying-CO- achieve. Fort0Qgore* zero-iiniTtif
maim sure we focui on the job at hand. We've gOt to
contend ourselves with winning the pvc outright
and earning that berth in the NCAA.
"The rest will take care of itself."

Cellar-dweller Florida shocks'Boma; UK smears Ole Miss, 72-60
By ED SHEARER
AP Sporta Writer
Some Southeastern Conference basketball
oa hes were warning in November that this could
be a season of. upsets
and they got one on the
opening night of the conference race
Florida. a cellar-dweller in three of the last four
seasons, knocked off the nation's No. 5 power Monlas night when Nabe Palmer sank six free throws
in the final minute to preserve the lead as the
I ,.tors downed Alabama ss-as.
-I've always said one game doesn't make a
season, but this game has to help us the rest of this
season." said Norm Sloan, the Gator coach who
recorded his 501st lifetime victory. Florida won on1) two conference games last year and had a 5-22
overall mark The triumph over the Crimson Tide
lifted the(;ators to 7
"We've been talkin
ri or balance in

the league, and that game Alabama-Florid-al
shows it." said Coach Hugh Dutham of Georgia.
"[Cs going to be a long year with a lot of what we
might call upsets," said Coach Bob Boyd of
Mississippi State
Both Durham and Boyd saw their teams fall in
underdog roles on the road No 12 Tennessee crushed previously unbeaten Georgia 87-78, and Auburn
smacked Mississippi State 7744.
Third-ranked Kentucky tesd to overcome a 10-
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point first half deficit before the Wildcats overpowered .Mississippi 7240 and Vanderbilt nudged
Louisiana State 67-65.
Ronnie Williams led Florida with 22 points and
Palmer and Eugene McDowell each had 18 as the
Gators handed the Tide their first loss of the season.
Alabama, 8-1, got 25 points from Terry Williams
and 16 apiece-from Ennis Whatley and Mike Davis.
"Let's face it, Florida is big and strong," said
Coach Wimp Sanderson of Alabama. _"It wet their
strength versus our finesse, and they won out."
Tennessee took an early 84 lead and never trailed
again; building its margin to 18 points before going
to reserves late in the second half. The game left
both the Vol:and Georgia with 9-1 records.
Tyrone Beaman tallied 24 points and Dale Ellis 23
for Tennessee and Terry Fair led the Bulldogs with
18.
"I could talk about individuals, but this was a
team victory," said Coach Don DeVoe of Tennessee.
"The key was our inability to control Beaman,"
said Durham. "Beaman totally broke our defense
down with his shooting and passing."
Jun Master scored 73 points and Melvin Turpin
added 17 for Kentucky, 9-1. Carlos Clark had 25 for
Ole Miss, 7-3. The Wildcats scored the last eight
points to take a WS halftime lead and built their
margin to 7044 vrith 1:33 to go on a dunk by Turpin.
"We want him ( Master) to always be looking for

Winning was only good thing for Crum
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Louisville Coach
Denny Crum says the only good thing that came
out of his tiSthi basketball game with Cincinnati
murthat his team won.
"We didn't do much of
anything well," Crum
said following No. 13

Louisville's 65-58 win
Monday night in the
Metro Conference opener
for both teams.
"We didn't play well,"
Crum said. "It just
wasn't a fun game for
me I guess the only good
thing that came out of it
was we won and played
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his shot." said Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall.
.,,"Sometimes it's not there, but tonight it was."
"We executed-beautifully during the first 12 or 14
minutes," said Coach Lee Hunt of Ole Miss. "Then
we had a spurt of turnovers, and this really hurt
us."
Odell Mosteller tallied 25, his career high in two
seasons, as Auburn. 8-2, downed Mississippi State,
7-3. Jeff Malone had., for the Bulldogs, who led only in the opening minutes.
"We can't beat a team like them if we don't guard
anyone," said Boyd. "I was, disappointed in our
team's effort, but I don't think. that will happen
often." Coach Sonny Smith of Auburn said he had seen
State play Alabama-Birmingham earlier "and I
thought they were the most well-oiled =thine of
any team I had seen play in our league in a long
time. We beat a good team."
Vandy, 10-2, and L.SU, 8-4, traded scoring spurtsN
in the second half_ The Commodores went on a 194
run for a $4-39 lead and ISU came right back with a
20-4 spurt to take a 59-58 advantage before two free
throws by James Williams put Vandy ahead to stay
at 6049 with 5:57 to play.
Jeff Turner led the Commodores with 20 points
and Howard Carter had 29 for the Bengali.
"I think Vanderbilt is an outstanding team," said
Coach Dale Brown of LIU. "It's the best 40 minutes -we've played the whole season, but we still lost, and
we hate to lose."

bad"
Louisville, 9-2, shot only 40 percent from the
field, including a cold 37
percent in the second half
when several mistakes
let Cincinnati off the
ropes after Louisville ap
peered on its way to a
rout.
Louisville was
outscored by 10 points
from the field and had to
resort to some unusually
accurate free throw
shooting to win the game.
The Cardinals, who had
hit only al percent of their
free throws entering the
game, ctinnected on 21 of
V for 78 percent.
Crum and Cincinnati
Coach Ed Badger each
described the game as
PbrsicalBadger, whom tem
was whistled for 20 fouls
to Louisville's nine,
would not comment on
the officiating. However,
he did note that he was
"disappointed we didn't
gated)* line more."
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much pushing wider the

basket on offense.
After leading by six at
halftime, 'Louisville
jumped ahead 44-21 a little over five minutes into
the second half when
freshman guard Jeff Hall
bit fellow freshman Billy
Thompson on a fast break
with a behinci-the-back
pass that Thompson
slammed home
Cincinnati, 7-4, scored
the next 10 points to get
beck into the game, but
could get no closer than
five points in the closing
seconds.
'We had a lapse in the
second half,' said
Louisville senior forward
Rodney McCray, who had
the most consultant night
among the Louisville
starters. hleCray hit four
disteiron the floor
and wren it light free
throws for 111 pints. He
also added eight rebounds and blocked five
shots.
"I think that his been
our problem this year, we
get up and this become
too lax," said McCray.
"We can't keep doing
that. If we had been play-
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Big plays boost Vikings over Cowboys
MINNEAPOLIS AP i
- The Minnesota Vikings
came up with more big
plays than did Dallas,
and than avoided another
meeting with the
Cowboys next week in the
opening round of the National Football League
PlayoffsDallas Coach Tom Landry said the Cowboys,
who with the 31-71 loss
finished second in the National Conference and
play host to the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers in the
Playoffs Sunday, had
nothing to gain by winning.
"You have to give the
Vikings a lot of credit,
they fought to stay here
and they deserved it,"
Landry said after Min-

nesota's nationally
televised Mogiay night
victory. We Just wanted
to play hard. We really
had no incentive except
the prestige of twinning."
The Vikings earned the
home-field advantage
against Atlanta in the
first round of the playoffs
Sunday.
In a game that featured
big plays, the biggest was
a 99-yard scoring dash by
Dallas' Tony Dorsett, the
longest in NFL history.
It came just after Minnesota cornerback John
Turner ran back an intercepted pass 33 yards
for a touchdown to give
the Vikings • 24-13 lead.
On the ensuing kickoff,
Timmy Newsome fumbled the ball out of bounds
on the Cowboy one.

On the next play,
Dorsett went off right
tackle for his historymaking run.
"There wasn't a thing
wrong about the ( defensive) play," Minnesota
Coach Bud Grant said of
Dorsett's run, which
broke the record of 97
yards set by Andy Uram
of the Chicago Cardinals
In 1939 and tied by Bob
Gage of Pittsburgh in
1949. "He saw a crack
and exploited it. I was in
awe of the play myself."
"I Just saw a tot of
green." said Dorsett. who
finished the game with
153 yards and wound up
second to Freeman
'McNeil of the New York
Jets for the NFL rushing
title: "I'll hold on to this
one a long time."

Later, Ron Springs'
Iwo-yard dash gave
'Dallas a 27-24 lead, but
the Vikings came right
back and drove 00 yards.
The Vikings went to
running back Ted Brown
for one of the big plays of
the series. Brown, who
scored twice and rushed
for 100 yards and caught
passes for 50 more.
caught a 29-yarder in the
drive to get into Cowboy
territory. A little later.
quarterback Tommy
Kramer, who completed
18 of 34 passes for 242
yards and two
touchdowns, hit Rickey
Young with a 14-yard
touchdown pass.
Young caught the ball
as he slid to the ground,
regained his feet and ran

New league picks Marino No.1

it the remaining 10 yards
With the lead, the Minnesota defense, which
played inspired ball all
night, held Dallas in the
final two minutes
"They've taken a lot of
abuse over the years.''
Grant said of the defense
"Maybe they'll get some
credit now "
The defense sacked
White three times and.
except for Dorsett's one
spurt, limited the running
game to 98 yards The
Dallas passing attack
managed only 167 yards

Redskin
Moseley
named MVP
NEW YORK 4 AP ,
Mark Moseley, the
record-breaking placekicker -for the
Washington Redskins,
was named Most
Valuable Player in the
National Football
league by The
Associated Press
_ Moseley_ who shattered_(:aro Yepremtan's
record of 20 consecutive
field goals. .was a narrow winner over San
Diego quarterback Dan
Fouts, receiving 35 of
the M votes cast by a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broad-casters in becoming the
first kicker to win MVP
honqrs Mart-us Allen of
the Los Angeles-!tattlers
finished a distant third
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NatoShack
Your discount arts su • ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck • arts...save 10-50%
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By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
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Murray State's Racer him and rug assistant Youngstown State I Fri- "I consider myself one of
victories, but run into
Club will conduct its third coaches Steve Newton day) and Akron ( Satur- the luckiest men alive
problems on the streets.
day)in Racer Arena
because I'm doing what
His latest arrest, in basketball irketing of the and Mike Dill.
MSU improved its
South 12th Street
I've always wanted to \
West Paterson, N.J., ear- year Wednesday at noon
Souffle/de Centerz
After Wednesday's
ly Saturday, resulted in at the Golden Corral record to 8-1 by winning
the University of meeting, the next basketcharges of burglary, ag- Steak House in Murray.
Alabama-Birmingham ball meeting of the Racer
gravated assault and sexThe meeting will Classic last week -which Club will be Feb 2 All
ual assault.
, feature a brief talk by will be reviewed by Racer Club basketball
•
.
The atresf also (soul"
^
N. provide grounds for 11545 ttitich Ron Greene Greene along with the up- meetings are open to the
12:30 and a question coming Ohio Valley Con- public at the Golden Cor'revoking the 10-year pro- at
- answer session
ana
with ference games against ral.
Nation Ayala received for
an attack on a young
woman 'here four years
ago, Million said.
So far, Ayalalkaravoided any lengthy stay
behind bars, but
said Monday he will tryt
change that.

USFL
holds
first
draft

College
Basketball

High School Basketball

Arrest could cause loss of title for Ayala

Kentucky Prep Polls

Racer Club meets Wednesday

753-8971

vinoDePoul gain*
rescheduled

-LOUIS

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP) - Louisville's college basketball game
with DePaul, originally
scheduled for Saturday,
Jan. 15, has been moved
back a day at the request
of CBS-TV, Louisville officials said.
The game had originally been scheduled for national exposure by CBS,
but the milieu* altered
its plans because of the
strike-shortened National
Football 4411048 Playoffs.
A playoff game is
scheduled for Jan. 15 and
would have conflicted
with the DePaulLouisville telecast
Because NFL playoff
action is also schedule
Jan. 14, a starting time
for ths DePaul-Louisrille
game will be established
Later, Lasistrille sports information director Joe
Yatessaid Monday.

SAVE 150 ON THIS
COLOR COMPUTER
DISK SYSTEM

Hello,

aye you been by Carrico Texaco at 9th and
Sycamore since we have had our new face lift?

Complete System

84895

We ore Murray's only completely full service Texaco
dealer.
We offer a wide variety of services, such as complete
car servicing, tires, batteries, belts, hoses, some air conditioning work, and anti-freeze:,
Our special feature is our washland wax.(By hand only).

ree Pickup and Deliver
Call 753-2405
Bring this ad by and get
air in the tires,
anti-freeze, battery,
and wiper blades checked,
FREE-FREE FREE

Reg 998 95

•Includes 16K Extended BASIC
Color Computer (Cat. No. 26-3002)
And 156,000-Character Storage
Disk Drive (26-3022)
•Add Our Cask Software for Word
Processing, Financial Planning
Elactronic Filing and More
• Attaches to Any TV (not included)

Already Own a TRS-80 Color Computer
With Extended BASIC? Add a
Disk Drive-Enjoy 156K Storage

Rath()Ihaek
A DIVISION

For'
Only 44900
SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE.
COMPUTER CENTER
PARTICIPAT
ING DEALER
OR
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Salo Ends 2/28/83
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By Abigail Van Buren

Hard-Working Waitresses
Claim Tips Are EarnedliKAR ABBY Plvasr tolerate one more letter on tipping
Beginning Jan I. put t federal law rely/tors tipped een
pl..', eel. to pay taxes on M pi-tient of the flirrIpetWo p gross
...lies whether they actuislly received the tip or nut'
I 'Nona is not a v.w. t.. -give the poor dear a gilt
,,ti•r• and waitresses are nut dumb clods who aren't
ilified
dii anything else Tilley are organized. efficient
p.
who ran work the socks off thr hest bureau chief in
'
a,hington.
d tippers and non tipper• alike are gi%en g....11 set
1.,uples living on a fixed imome •haring a
so,ritur and a baked potato. and children in high
K.),r;. A ti ,/ make a terrible mess are•treated with the 'same
rt. ,•. .1..1 high roller
I ip. arc out appreciated be ause they ran tw easily
p... 4,1..1 and remain under. hired Tips are earned They
put 1...1 on the table. shoes on the
hildren, gas in (hr
,r p . 1 ,4 An 0'1,1111111g .1t 01,
IP. and axe- dropped in
hur. h
•
a IuI Wad set, ii e 0111111(1 lw reported to the host or
•
and had
hhould he reported to the
A h., her% VIS it Restaurants appret late I iimpliments
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and the
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KIM

MAHN PAULINE
KAREN CARL 1.:Tc•

DEAR KIM, DODGE, MARY, ETC.: Generalise(ions are dangerous. All waiters and waitresses are
not efficient, organised and courteous, but most of
them work hard and do the best they CAR and should
be rewarded appropriately. Whether or not restaurant owners should pay their help ainougit so
they wouldn't have to rely on the generosity of cualeasers to make ends sleet will not be settled here.
But one thing is certain: People who work for tip.
need them, and the paying public should consider •
tip a necessity and not•gift.
• ••

DEAR ABBY, I am allergic to you, I love reading your
Loluern - in fact. its the first thing I turn to in my
newspaper - but before I'm halfway finished, my eyes lire
wstenng, my nose is running and I begin to sneeze Help'
ALLF:RGIC Ti) ABBY
DEAR ALLERGIC: You're not allergic to me: you
must be sensitive to the fresh newsprint. Stick your
newspaper in a warm oven for s few minutes. or
ace an allergist. I don't want to low*• reader.
•••

ItEAR ABBY Please pass this on to "Right Handed
Stonii whose husband is trying to forte their naturally
left handed child to become right handed
The right side of the brain controls the left side of the
body Therefore, left handed people arr the only ones in
their right mind
LEFTY
•••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple. "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send SI plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Kos
Hollywood.
Calif. 900:04.

Tour costs taxpayers $22.000

Your Individual
Horoscope

FRANKFORT. Ky. police officers who drew
(AP)- Finance Cabinet the security detail on the
records show that it cost'trip. Their recordsrecordsare tilthe state MAIO to send ed independently of the
Gov. John Y. Brown and Browns, and other ofhis entourage to the
Otient in November.
Thanks to the
Brown was ac- Taiwanese government.
companied by his wife Kentucky did not have to
Frames Drake
and a number of calidnef pay the Browns' air fare
officials on the 10-day to Tokyo and to Taipei.
FOR WEDNESDAY,
trip.
JANUARY 5.19113
Taiwan. although ,the
Alter his return.- the Hong Kong leg of the trip What kind et day wal tomorgovernor described the iunounted to a $1.002 ex- row be? To had out what the
journey as positive and pense for the state.
stars say, read the forecast
said it had improved KenTaiwan also picked up gives for your birth siga.
tucky's relationship with
the tab for the Browns'
officials and executives stay in
ARIES
that country.
In Japan, Hong Kong and
Mar. 21 to Apr 191 14.
04
The
governor
and
his
Taiwan.
between
could
exist
Friction
Included in the cost wife billed the state about a loved one and a friend. Partwere the expenses of $1.400 for the rest al their nerships should be accented
Commerce Secretary trip- including the Hong but not to the detriment of
Bruce Lunsford; Energy Kong air fare and hotel career interests
Secretary William and food bills in Tokyo TAURUS
) Apr. 20 to May 20) ti4G4)
Sturgill; Ted Sauer, and Hong Kong.
director of the interna- The most expensive Be open to new ideas about
tional division of the part of the trip came in work, but keep in mind ethical
Commerce Department; Tokyo. where the en- codes. You may be asked to do
and Robert Manasse, tourage spent five of its 10 something that goes against
principles.
head of the state's overseas days.
economic development in It was there that the GEMINI
1
New York, lAinsford's governor's suit cad MI5 a I May 21 to June 20) 11/19
wife and Sturgill's wife day and that his 17 room Romance comes unexalso made the trip -but service charges totaled pectedly, but curb extravagant tendencies. Extra
their expenses were not S420.
may arise in connecexpenses
billed to the state.
The other officials'
with children.
tion
Not included were costs rooms at the Hotel Okura
CANCER
Incurred by two state cost about $100 a day.
'June 21 toJuly 72.1 fa

+44,

Though you're effective in
presenting ideas, others may
not be as straightforward. You
have a green light regarding
domestic moves
W.ASHINGTON I AP • . formation from them for in the kind of country we all the couple's possesLEO
Fifteen years after a an investigation of racial live in'
sions. The Mc-Sure'ys
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
sheriff's posse raided the violence The couple is
"If the jury says con- who had been organizing
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. Impromptu meetings lead to
home of heti civil rights seeking monetary. com- stitutional rights have a poor whites to oppose
happy social hours, but fnc
:
workers in Kentucky. a petition from the group great value, people who local politicians were '
DI:ARIAL LAMB
I am husband who is otherwise yoii Read The Health Letter
Lion could arise with a coJury has been .M.,ked to
have no _chil- 20-12. Living -With
The Justice Depart- Arran.* position to violate charged with sedition - having a hard tune coping very good
worker whose ideas di
differ
compensate the pair for ment represents the constitutional rights, or attempting to violently with the stresses in my life dren. relatives or good
I am sending youstre. whic 0th from
yours
state
friends
in this
the -outright terror" estates of the late Mc- are tempted to do so, will overthrow the U.S. and Part of it is caused by the
ens can send 75 cents with a ‘iiwc0
they suffered
Clellan .and his two think twice. ... We won't Kentucky governments. company moving us from Our lovely home is leased, long, stamped, self-'r
"wlA.
ae La I
A five-woman one-man Senate staffers. Jerome have,constitutional rights
Two months later, an one location to another I'm our car is leased and my addressed envelope for it to (Aug•
me, in care of this newspa- You may find new ways to
jury was scheduled to Adlerman and John very long if juries don't investigator for Mc- an intelligent educated. husband loves to spend and per.
pi) Box 1551 . Radio utilize work space at home.
warm outgoing person mar cannot hold onto money He
hrgin deliberations today Brick
give them value."
Clellan appeared in ried to a non-communicating makes a good salary He City Station. New York, NY The'
Pursuit of pleasure need
in the case of Alan and
However, the jurors .Pikeville and was permitIn an often,,impassioned
takes care of all finances 10019
not lead to careless wiper)Margaret %Surely after summation' Monday, also were told in closing ted to take copitaof more
and any comment or even a. Perhaps
•
your husband will diture.
losing arguments by a McSurely lawyer Morton arguments Monday that than 200 of the seized
look from me brings on an read
too. and you can dis- LIBRA
Justice Department Stavis did *not ask fpf.a Ratliff was the real vic- documents back to
Aitburst. then silence for cuss with him. how both of Sept'• 23foOcf, 22'
lawyer and instructions specific datiiage
tim in the rase.
Washington When-cair-work together to Some' unekbected - news
"
drhis ba
d fikvebYuou
t tiw
wi•illshno
ult help each other get more out pleases you
S District. Justice But he said the- "Fifteen years of. hell Clellan Later subpoenaed
and you're chargIA'illiamB Bryant
McSurelys have suffered hae one on for this the original documents NEW YORK (AP— share it
of life A good counselor ed with creativity. Tension at
There is
ftw McSurelys claun 'enormous emotional In- man
said Michael the McSurelys refused to Applications for the .1902 'Counselor no money for a would help
home Is possible Try to be obas it would be
their constitutional rights jury, including the Levy,- a lawyer for comply and were charged Pulitzer Prizes in Jour- based on his
lective
DEAR
We
DR
LAMB
salary'and he
14!•re violated by a series breakup of their mar- Ratliff.
are quite concerned about SCORPIO
and convicted of con- rusliarn should be made would never cooperate
if illegal actions against riage last year and he
On Aug. U, 1967, there tempt of Congress
DEAR READEFt
When our daughter While at col- lOct.23toNov. 21 )
well in advance of the
them, first hy Thomas told the jury. "It's hard to was a sudden knock on
The McSurelys contend Feb. 1 deadline, the ad- a stressful situation in life lege she developed a great You may have mixed feelRatliff, who pneiecuted place damages for the the door of the McSurely that after the raid and ministratur of the prizes becomes static one or more deal of pain and swelling in tugs about taking someone inof the parties involved must her knee joints, with a grat- to your confidence. A
them after the raid, and outright terror caused home in 'Pikeville, Ky., their arrests they could has advised.
ing whenever she bends the beneficial financial develop'
'then by the late Sen John Margaret and Alan And Ith armed sheriff's, no longer continue their Robert C. Christopher, take the initiative, no matter
knee. •
what
results,
in
make
the
a
McCkilan and members McSurely. How much It posse Mad Inside and organizing activities in the administrator, said
The doctor Mere said she SAmenGtITTelxnesARItuSt of the blue.
change
of his staff who sought in- is worth to be able to live • begin seizing virtually Pike County
entries and exhibits
Your letter screams of had chondromalacia and (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
should be submitted early lack of communication treated her with Chnoril mu") trends, affect the
to allow for mail and Despite the blowup that Could you tell us about social picture. New friends
might occur. you must start Chnorir What is chondro are exciting,
transportation delays.
ung but stay clear of
There are 12 prizes, 11 and continue the communi- malacie What is the cure financial involvements with
and
future
implications"
expressing
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how
by''
,
of which are for 11 000
.
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you feel and react to the DEAR READER
It CAPRICORN
each. The Public Service
stressful situation, you find usually means involvement
prize for a newspaper is a yourself in You may need
to of the kneecap with degen- (D • 22 tcs Jan' 19) 16
gold medal.
get your own job to become erative changes The knee- Keep new career 1d4m3 to
MOIC,tarY awards are Independent and have some cap may tend to be more yourself' as higher-ups May
given for,General or Spot outside contact Developing mobile or move out of posi- not be in a receptive mood.
News RepOrting, Special your own self-reliance is non I think its treatment is Rethath in the background for
Of Investigative' Repor- probably your best key to sufficiently complicated successting. National Reporting improving your life
that your daughter should AQUARIUS
International ;
iit 'ini
ot
t.
Modern life does induce a see an orthopedic specialist (Jan. 20th Feb. 181
.
Editorial Writing, lot of stress but life is really who is good at treating New friends stimulate you
series of stresses, begin- knees Incidentally, the eon- mentally, although IMPS*
Editorial Cartooning,Na
'-Miss with birth,
weaning. dition may lead to osteoar- tience makes it difficult to get
Spot News Photography,
, going to school, leaving the thntts of the knees
Feature Photography, nest. retit
retirement and the long some cases can be man. F.isaso
your
acme° to others.
controversy.
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other measures are indiUlnae in
Columbia University
can result in anxiety. rated, In other cases surgery Your(*tree.
ew York.
depression and a host of is advisable It depends a lot YOU BORN TODAY are
problems
on the degree of involve- more versatile than the
Your lifestyle can help mem
typical member of your sign.
WINCHESTER, Ky.
I
- Sheriff Gary
Lawson said Monday that
one arrest has been made
in the theft of $coop worth
cif building materials and
that other suspects are
ACROSS
5 Distant
being sought.
t Saucy
Asseer to Meeday's Penile
LThnill-t00•1
Lawson also said he
5 Craze
140th
03r ?SAS Sal
Tem land
7 Arlo
had hired Herb Ryles as a
UOU COM MO
12 Region
II Criminal
deputy to replace Ken
CUM MUDGE
13 Ventilate
9 Apportions
Pedigo, who was fired
14 Lamb S pen tO Laugh OUCCOU QUO
during the investigation.
name
it Bloirwichs
DOC OU 1300
Charged with third
15 Ladle
16 Discord godUN MCC= U
7 Com
degree burglary was
dess
IDUCI MU CO UM A
19 Scott
14 Slack
Terry Atellists-Oweer end Messeger ef Ti's Serbian
OU UNILICOU We
Tony Gia-ter, la,
20 Footwear
22 14wwier
0110 00 MOD
was
who
Salyersville,
Hello 21 Dry
23 Shnbilitons
ULDU UUU11[10
picked up Dec. 211. the
23 esconsmai
24 Watch
OUDOCUU MOM
I om Terry Mullins owner and manager of Ti's Barbecue. I
Mafia said. basin
pocket
OW CIUMC DUO
24 Mom Man
2S Whirs
The stolen goods were
A
would like to tell you about the "proven results" advertising that
UUUU 101
plump
27— the snit
recovered early last week
24
29
Audios
I have used in my association with my first year in business at
Tuna
Anya
period
In the Puller Estates
20 StOICA
30 Roil of bills 40 Ballots
44 Vann
south of Mount Sterling,
Ti's Barbecue. During the post months- I have used The Murray
31 King ol
35 fine
42 Woochrors- 47 Mothered
Montgomery County. The
Osahan
34
At
this
piece
ars tool
49 Traitor
Ledger & Times to advertise special promotions and sales at my
32 Also
materials had been tame
37 identical
43 nook
50 Cut
13
Sun
god
31 Mum"
44 Molise
place of business and I hove been pleased with the results that I
from. home under con$3 Proceed
34 Four-poster
struction. Lawson said.
hove received. The coupons that I have run were very successful
341 Paris of lees
Lawson said Pedigo,
34 Young one
in bringing in new business.
for
him
who had worked
30 Above
al Transmission
about one year. **kept
Being our "Hometown" doily paper, I feel that it is widely read
43 Nowise,
oath(for the Immo of the
45 Partners
in Murray and Calloway County, making "Ledger Advertising"
Informant who embed
44 Cacti b•Mls
the break in the aim
the bargain that it is. If you are in need of effective odvertising,1
SO SON
'Naturally,I refused to
It Carmnony
can recommend The Murray Ledger
$2 Tens eons by
. just give them a
tan him became an'tutor54 UMain
matt's mann is semesed
call at 753-1916 and ask for display advertising, you'll be glad
35 Performs _
to be ko$ secret.—
SS Haul
you did.
Lawson
gait
57 askew*
Sincerely,
The sheriff said Pedigo
•
DOWN
"became angry and west
around smarting his
mouth
io I had to
Mame dm."
Pedigo was univallehio
for comment Maiday.

Couple seeks compensation for 1967 home raid
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/Attics

2. Notice

2. Notice

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
•Irlit & beery "mew
•Nervingbene
•C Chains
•Serpentine
•lea end rege chains
61% eff
GOLD II SILVER

CUSTOM
JEWELRY
ode t• yisr
spacificatieas. Ws
repair denim, sice
, set stenos etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
111VELRY

mioteseu

JEWELERS
(Inside Ifornin's
Winters Stare)
Olyamk Plaza
Nn. 9-1 Deily
1 -6 Sway

(Inside V•rnen
Weston Store)
aro* mon

14rs. 9-1 Deily
1-6 Una"

2. Notice

.

"Natiseel Life end Accident's IRA coo
geerentee yee and
year spouse a retirement income yes can't
Wind"

4. Help Wanted

with Own
transportation to care
for two small chitdren
in my hOilINI throughout
the week. light Must
Need a Renee Meted,
work good salary 753
Desement or heeds1493
Nen Wert. Casten
Person to assist bed
Mac Gen.
ridden lady, morning
GORE NOUSE
Ind evening, total 2
Cali
hours per d•Ir
MOVING -753 401
911-247-5215
Taking applications for
Penner, Tn.
515 and West sod*
Ed JennlingS
Of Murray to fill open
Avon territories 753
Box 64
0237
or 753 0171
Murray, Ky
S. Lost and Found
'tidy to iive in
Wanted
42071
Found Black and weld* with elderly lady. room
male kitten in Poplar board and salary Call
Celt 753 1975 after 50 m
and trn area
111 We hove special
759 9917 .
References exchanged
•
your
foi
prices
•
al Tiny Tots
• 6- HOP Wanted
9. SituOttst
CARTER STUDIO • Artist's models. ci Responible mother
•100 mius.
Wien(' and artistic wants to babysit .n her
Cos
Individ0a1

HOUSE
MOVING

X.Farm Equipment'
NOW ill the season to
prepare that Ag 1.
industrial Un'it for_ the
coming spring For
front to back overhaul
Call 436 2361 Try us for
the best buys in
undeecarrsaoes

73 Exterminating

wanted

Repair work done on
home and car Stereos
and all portables in
cluding

imports

with

reasonable rates Rick
McKenzie', 753 4725

NOTICE
ter year Wevelileeta, Pm

Salter free ere Selo beet.
ell be et ow seeress
ken CH PS te liSi PO
IS Sender, Teeederi,
Tberwiees awl Ivideys.
MOONS,010611110ellf.
c4.144T

rewrisc, CADILLAC
sees. deb
753531%

vuORRV.

Nero 5 manifest Cell
751-4444 for en aspirations( message ti
brightest year thy.
Chlidne's tope 7S94445.

•
4
c*

To Place Your
Classified

Retell
Controctierr
bested, electric
heaters end
kerosene beaters.
753-1201

S.A1446 y-41,0 • pre444,14I4 - ItOM* 5 asittUteS East
Work will be assigned 759 1612
according to need for
for Spring Want life in babysitter

models

Semester

1913

Contact

Dept Of Art, Murray
sive university 712
•
3714 EOE MP
LPN wanted Hillvitive
Nursing Home.
Dresden Tenn Good
Sallfry and benefits
Call for appointment
901 364 3116
NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED for this
71196 Income 00Porturt
oil
ity with national
_
company in Mortal
area Regardless of
experience write M S
Read. Box 696. Dayton.
Ohio 45401

HE SAID SHE HAD
ONE OF THOSE FACES
OF MARVELOUS BEAUTY
WHICH ARE SEEN CASUALLY
IN THE STREETSBUT NEVER
AMON6 ONE'S FRIENDS
,

WHO
'WHERE C'0 THE
COME ROM WHO CARES"
MARRIES THEM' AND WHO'
WHO KNOWS THEM?. WAS
THOMAS
HE WONDERED
HARP‘

vERYNARROW-MINDED

I

Plmsle

Control

753 3t14

24. Miscellaneous

Will do babysitting in
my home by day Or by
hour Also tight haute
work References and
experience 759 4649 or
iiartf

TRUCKS
CARS $100
1I7S' Available at local

14. Want to Buy__

Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox gray fox. muskrat.
mink coyofe. opossum.
beaver Owen Mc
Clelan. P 0 Box 63.
Pulaski. III 6 29 76.
Phone 610 342 6316

THAT'S THE
STUPIDEST
THING I'VE
EVER HEARD

6/rectory on how
purchase 24 hrs
Firewood

tr%
**Allot

IT 5A•/5 TI.IE HLJ5BANC)
15 THE LAST TO KNOW
Aeour ANYTHING

-141.

block from.alospital and
Middle School S275
Available Jan IS Call
7535900

delivered

delivered 759 1117
For sale American

Firsfor-ra Cell 733- tell
Odyssey II video Game
with voice module 5 car
tridoes 753 5699

A WORD TO THE
WIVES is usually suffi
cent and the word .s
"hurry" because this
home IS •itatIly what
you have been looking

FOr:-IlenerOus Sited
rooms, abundant stor
age, restful neutral
AKC Registered .11/2 tones and immaculate CANPE T CLEAN•ho
years old, good with 'Condition throughout Free Estimates
children, male With all of the applian 'Satisfied references
dachshund Hous-17 ces included, yOu'r• Vibra Steam Cleaning
ready to live in this
broke 753 1991
Upholstery Cleaning!
Free tan and black one priced in the 30's Lee s Carpet Cleaning
hound OuROieS Cell and lust now on the 753 5127
market Call us at
4.36 2636 after 50 m
Century 21 Loretta JObs
Minature Dachshund Realtors We yilmaLf the
ROOF
weeks old key
puppies
PROBLEMS?
had shots and worinied
550 each 753 13041 after By Owner. or rent low
w
0
ap m
Need a second opi
Payment 4 blocks to
Court House
single
mien? Scud sop or
family, S bedroom
43 Real Estate
2
Residential. lore
bath or duplex 9 rooms
references. Cell Neel,
I •cre. 2 ca.r
hairdos & Theme;
7S9 1715or
garage tryst trees
Owner frnaric ing
lasenors
753-1076.
4107 or 436 5419
tool [stets
Cramped,
need room) .. Ad v 4.• ii do housework
Soon sae Coortlie.
There lots of room in wash walls
ir owing
filerrey, Iteatecky
this 4 bedroom -home babysitting and extras •
7511451
Honest and reliable
located in KirkSey area
1S54
an (odes home •
modern decorating

.Pets-Su

..

0.910. Ceiwt **Coast
ewers tram lyeryweent

Selleele Service Siete 19041
1917 Csieweevi Seel
litemoy. aserhwal 471171

(51111753 4116
Smokes
MI 1111110a
blare
uceeseil

itiATiltS

SEASONED
FIREWOOD Calf John
Boyer. 753 0331

large dining room pen
living room Has large
losed in front porch
best of all is priced only
Atiorvan
Si
Re
T reaIv taotrb•na
7u n4d
0
.G
00Gun
o,

4119 2266
Like new three bed
room'1.4-bath home .n
Lynnwood Home haii
for
nl one
veedat inpuom
, iim
be
feean
Pump
economic

The Wood
Professional
Cestomized Orders

'25"Rick

utility. bills

e
sniiat
all aluminumtrim
rid "vt
faor

Delivered end
Stocked
All Hardwood

Priced at 1.49_900 (Ail
TodayUD REAL I y
73
/(1,0PP2EA-2
12

753-8163

.Used Cars

1949 Toyota Coroll.1
make good work car

9.5 Deily

Call 174 7375
27. *tile Home Sales

For sale or rent 10'55 I
bedroom trailer 753
4070
X.Moblie Home Rentals

A two bedroorn. newly
furnished Call *lady
Oaks /53 5209
Furnished 17065. 2 bed
room trailer, 11100 per
month. 011_94 East Hwy
eV Ir.
Nice

two

bedroom

trailer near Murray -no
pets Calla,1611
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray no
pets Call 119 2611
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home with cen
tral air and heal. %/5
Security deposit %ISO
per month rent No Pets
Call 753 MS
29. Heating-Cooling
King

Wood

Burning

Stove $150 Cali be
tween Sam ip m . 753
9647

Ponderosa Fireplace
insert wan tan. Call
before Sp m 759 1047

Sycamore' 1970 Mercedes 750C
15
TEL FRI-IONE 753-1651 excellent condition
liirnsed elettIo an f()F
753 )0620r 753 040
SOO
om
rfS.dent.A1 and
A Opotelailtate mode
1973 tido Cadillac. good m e, al
Heating and
for yew cownsiessce.
tan --arrcarraiti-orr--oars- rft"
condition Ceti
un--tiara 'tutu s
elver Sp m.
st.illation
And Tri.).1.f
f'hOrle 753 71e3
asseclotes evening
1973 Super Beetle VW
excellent condition 759 •
pieties.
m
1047 before Sp--FLOOR SANDING
------/Sinn
fuss Iktirty
tele Opal Manta Luxus
AND FINISHING
7779
753
tbsitu bill
67,000 miles: maroon
very sharp Call 471
Ilyt/ linsinr11 15113M
20 viers experience
7325
31 nil
gt1 Sam
Steined floors Oin
1974 VW Station Wagon
311411
Ams brawl
speciality.
• motor, interior exterior
excellent orginal pain/
BODE AU
same body style of 19110
FLOOR CO
77.000 miles 751 1953 or
351-6127
759 400S
•
PM 4 dr Aud 100 t
P
P B air AM F M Need e. ,,

rvoults 12th at

Just listed, two adwent houses toned
for professional office use Excellent
location on Main
Street near
downtown. Can be
purchased together
or separate Each
prieed in the $30's
K 0 P P E: K III)
REALTY - 751-1222

built in CB
21 M
Call 753 5566 or 753 41169
1971 Camaro maroon in
color, pioneer stereo
nice Call 49 7324
1971 Cutlass Supreme

Ifer0 Topp
ing shaping (ow;
Ao
rernOYAI And more
BOVE 1.1 S 'WI
F P v-e CI • Sc;
o
lessional iree tare

silver blue, low mile 753033$ .
ape. infra (lean with
equipment 436 2617
1971 Pontiac Statyon
Wagon 753 5a99

r
I

FOR SALE
1916 Grand Prix.
Front end slightly
domnolid- Coll
153-1200

44. Lots for Sale

1911 Toyota Carrolla
PERFECT BEGIN
NING
Three lots 10 be SR S.- Sport Coupe, AM
as a one parcel FM. air deep blue Cell
7534751
corivenient to Fisher 733 111116 $4,700. •
Building for office or Price. Vanderbilt. and 1912 Pontiac Phoenix
Ideal for the has cruise tilt steering
commercial use across Murray
mobile you now own or •ir: AM FM Stereo
from the Robert 0
Miller Courthouse Call the home you're think 14 995 eV 4601
ifig of building 53500
733 19/5 afterlp m
Perfect _sirec• Die SO* OW Trucks
Century 21 Loretta Jobs\1.780 Subaru Brat. 4
22. Apts. For Rent
Realtors 753 1492
wri I drive. 30 MPG,
One bedroom near
40 900 miles. S1.100
downtown Murray 51, 44. Homes for Sale
437 407
AMOR
4109. 762 6650 or
A Distingy'Shod house till Cheyckup truck,
436 2144' "
tor the discriminating VU LW°. 30.000 mii
NE SAID COAT One bedroom if
acts , portal idilifictS buyer This quality' blue metallic,
brick ranch features an matic, PS
PB
paid, girls preferred. no entry
/
hall. living room, excellent condition
pets 75.3 74t
dining room, tarpe den SOO Call 419 7715
_ .
_
Two bedroom apt Cali yr/fireplace. four be
lS3s7OSalteilpm
drOOmS. 1'.1 baths, 53. Services Offered
Two bed room custom kitchen, wet
townhouse apt% Carpet, bar, 2 car garage on Appliance Se-vv.('
range refrigerator. Urge shady lot Newly dive s
dishwasher, disposal. lifted in the ISO's freezer, refrigerator
washer and dryer KOPPERUD REALTY electric heal, and
microwave All brands
hookup. central air and 7531227
serviced
/59 1377
heal Also two bedroom
BUY ME/ I
garden apt . Hamlet PLEASE
NEED ANOTHER Appliance repair work
North apt* on Stadium GOOD FAMILY 1 have all brands Specialize in
View Drive 753 7550 or kept my family warm in Tamen Cell 7515441 or
753 7559
the winter and cool In 154 4951 Earl Lovett
Two bedroom duplex in the summer I have Bob's Home Improve
Westwoed Subd
gas taken Good care of them .ment. 17 years building
neat, very nice Call because the men that experience remodel
753 3966
put me there built tlw ing, additions, concrete
cup furnished ,e0f4. very best !have a new work, repairs general
very nice unfurnished r001 and my body is well home mainfainc• Cali
house for rent Deposit insulated from another 753 4741
home Now I Sit and
required Call 753 W/9
worry if the next ones
Wanted responsible will be as good to me
female
4
,
roommate to Please help me Call
share completely fur
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
nished house, ex
Realtors 713 1497 so I
reasonable
triimeiy
don't hive to go through
expenses Call 7594011
this wider alone
Price lull reduced on
33. Roomsfor Rent
this luillf10‘011 4 bed;
Sleeping rooms. re
room some on wooded FREE ESTIMATES on
trigerator In hell, whir
acre edioining Country all electrical; -plumbing.
ate entrance. washers Club Golf Course Qual painting and well pump
and dryers available Ity construction and needs Licensed Call
Zimmerman Apts S
tastefully decorated' 1-53-411312 or 713 ten
16M 7536609
throughout Many out GENERAL HOME
leilitures and REPAIR 15 years ft
II/617ifto
it Mowsfor Rent
attractive ~ter limn porienc• Carpentry..
Coalman Reel Estate. cino. Phone KOP (06Cr11111, plumbing.
712.911,11 2 bedroom PERUD REALTY 753 roofing, sliding P40
hedge. cOunfy. 2 mobile 1721 fOr all the details JOB TO SMALL Feel
SOO's
estimates Day% 753
Monet 2 and 3 bed
room. I bedroom apt
Lora, home III acre 6973. nights 474 1116
Mermen IN Naftali.
Three bedroom- house 101 Creek In backyard
near Kr. Lake. washer Lets of space inside and Complete rernOdilln,
and dryer Included, Out for le growing from ground 10 MOO Me.
deposit required 753 family Owner moat F ref Ott Mat•S
753 1113
Se 7534303 E ver1r695
Me NW $0 m

*14

r

117

COI CM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
7624132
435434

-•11111

WEST
KY. WOOD

Fe* Rent

--a

ow,yEAw?! WELL,
TELL IHER I'LL COME
140ME %AMEN I DARN I
WELL FEEL LIKE IT!

to

and stacked. $25 per
rick 419 7731 or
5/5 7ST9
Firewood for sale
Seasoned. 1130 rick

Wereasom
Stomps Specs

WEIGHT
*NO
FOR-TONE

y

Two bedroom brick
home, full basement. 1

dew', sales Cali
irefundable, 1 317 931
5337 est s17710 for your

X. Business Rentals

---QAI

YOU ARE

& Pest

2)90-

The full text of this Ordinance is on file in the
City Clerk's Office.
MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE

753-1916

Kelley
'
s Termite

female. college Student
preferred, molt have own
transportation Call 49

PUBLIC NOTICE •
RESIDENTS OF THE CITY OF MURRAY ARE REMINDED OF THE RESTRICTIONS OF ORDINANCE NUMBER 590
(DOG CONTROL ORDINANCE):
Ii)City dog license reqUired for each
animal- purchased at the City Clerk's office.
Owner must present current rabies vacciantion receipt.
(2) No one person mayr keep more than
-Mg dogs, above
three 3/ &NIL-except -huh
the age of three months within the corporate
city limits.
(3) Each owner -or keeper of a dog in the
City of Murray shall keep such animal confned in an enclosure or restrianed by a leash.
No dog shall be permitted to run at large.
(4) Any dog found running at large shall
be seized and impounded by the Animal
Warden. A $1.00 fee is charged the owner of
the animal for the first offense and $10.00 for
each subsequent offense.

Phone

4

Three 2%6 mirrors.
115 00 each call Days.
753 2144 Nights. 436
2430

53. Services Offered

M. Homes for Sale

34. Houses for Rent

It Home Furnishings

repaIrs
kemodeling
Years
additions
tf_etereni es
perienc ed
/5) 9400
trimming and
Tree
removing hedges and
shrubs Free estimates
153 5176
IMMO
' SW9IC11
Newsom seil swill sadist
Callen Ilia slit
bar sects Call dill (I
fealty 15311111.

Will do
ing. car
and

umbing. heat
painting

roofing

all

753

flIt

WELL
DRILLING
We 'petiolate la serer
rout plastic wells, lit•
std water lines and
water systems.
ROYSTII

NCCAPI
WILLS DIMING
9014644476
Will haul *tide rock.
sand. lime, rip rap and
masonry sand. coal
Call Layton Hutson
7534515
Will sharpen hand saws,
circular saws. and chain Saves 753
_ 66S6

DOUBLED
CLEANING
SERVICE

We do soy type
of ckenifig.

P 41.1: if THE IRRAl.Ky..txIx;1 & TI1SEl.Taroks.jaassary 4.I1-

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Outland's Matthews' ha Douglass
dies; funeral
funeral today rites to be
Wednesday Wednesday

Deadly dioxin may be in flooded debris

Although the effects of ficiab said.
TIMES BEACH, Mo. already "a sure health from flooding - of the
(AP) - Waterlogged hazard," officials say.
Meramec River last dioxin are disputed, ter.
Fred Leber,director of
debris from recent floods
Patrick J. Breheny, month is a more im- tab types have been pro- the Miasoseri Department
will be promptly buried in regional director of the mediate threat to the ven to came canter, birth at Natural Resources,
Services for Mrs. Bira landfW - even though Federal Emergency commdty than soil con- defects and liver damage said debris from the
die Outland are today at 2
In animals.
The funeral for Marion
flood-stricken town will
Ha E. Douglass, retired It may contain deadly Management Agency, taminated by dioxin.
pm in the chapel of Max
The announcement an be hauled to a sanitary
A. Matthews will be Murray businessman, &cods— because it is said the stinking trash
-The failure to move
Churctull Funeral Home.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in died Monday at 2:52 p.m.
the existing solid waste is trash removal- possibly landfill and buried in an
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is
a sure health hazard. The beginning as early as this isolated area beneath 12
the chapel of J.H. Chur- at Murray-Calloway
Music is by
officiating
chill Funeral Home. The County Hospital. He was
other is a possible health week - was made after to 34 inches of soil.
choir of Grace Baptist
hazard that can't be &boat 35 federal, state
Rev. Calvin Wilkins will 78 years of age and a resiU the trash later is
Leland
Church
with
determined for several and local officials met found to be contaminated
officiate. Music will be by dent of 1307 Olive Blvd.
NASHVILLg, Tenn. and senators receive a
Peeler as directer and
Mrs. Juanita Lee and
The deceased came to i AP - With the 1913 salary of $692.34 per weeks," Breheny said Monday to discum the by dioxin, it will be mov--Dwane Jones as organist.
Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen.
ed to a hazardous wastes
Murray in 192S to work in Legislature set to return month or $8,308 per year. Monday. "So we're C
Also at the meeting landfill, La(ser said.
Serving as pallbearers
balancing a sure health
Active pallbearers will the Sexton: Brothers to town in a
week, a plus an expense hazard against a possible ware officials from the
are Charles Tubbs, DanNeither Lafser nor
be Charles Burkeen, Jim- Hardware Store at special committee
of allowance of $611.47 per. health hazard."
Environmental Protec- Breheny was able to
ny Parrish, Kyle Evans,
my
Kelly, Charles Fourth and Math Streets.
businessmen meets on day for the 90 days every
Joey McDaniel. Jimmy
Tests conducted along tion Agency, which plans estimate costs.
Pickering, Eddie Car- He later purchased the
Friday
to consider a two years the Legislature
*Daniel and
Crendal
roads in this community later this week to conduct
As the officials were
michael, Charles Chaney store and operated it as
possible pay increate for Is permitted to meet. This
of 2,200, a St. Louis tests on the flood debris meeting, the first of more
Weise Burial will follow
and Dale Barnett.
Douglass Hardware for the lawmakers.
daily expense allowance suburb, showed dioxin as well as further tests on than 100 families still
Memorial
in
Murray
pallbearers many years at the same
Honorary
The 93rd General also is paid for days the
contamination to be at city streets.
Gardens
homeless from last mon; of the location
will be members
Assembly convenes, it Senate and House
"We can't delay mov- th's floods began moving
levels
of
up
to
100
parts
Outland, 91,
Mrs
Men's Sunday School
Mr. Douglass had serv- noon on Jari.11. The cur- speakers authorize
per billion before ing the debris," Breheny Into mobile homes proHamlin. died Sunday at
Class of Elm Grove Bap- ed as a -member of the rent pay and
expense legislative committed.; to
December's
devastating said. "The mayor has vided by the federal
at Murray1 57 a m
tist Church, where he was
Murray City Council and allowance
of its 132. meet, whether the
told me that people are government.
floods.
Calloway
County
a member
Murmaster
of
as a past
members and its Legislature is in or out of
Anything above a level really getting hot and are
Under a disaster
Hospital
Her husband,
Burial will follow in ray Lodge No 106 Free employees was establishsession. •
ready to move the debris declaration made Dec. 10
of
one
part
per
billion
is
J C
Outland,
the Rey
Elm Grove Cemetery
and Accepted Masons He ed in 1978.
As soon as a lawsuit is considered to be hazar- themselves."
by President Reagan, 15
(lied May 5,1970
Friends may call at the was a member of Lynn
But one at the 10 com- settled, lawmakers also
Piles of the junk, com- counties in Missouri are
dous.
The
dioxin,
a
She is survived by one
funeral home.
'
Grove United Methodist mittee
members said are to receive a monthly
of several prised mainly of soaked eligible for federal flooddaughter, Mrs. Sara
Mr Matthews,82, Rt. 8, Church.
Monday he believes the allowance of $250 for byproduct
manufacturing furniture, bedding and recovery funds.
chemical
M( Daniel, West
Memdied Monday at 2 15 a.m.
Korn March 31, 1904, in study of legislative pay
home office expenses. processes, was in waste household goods, have
About 300 of the town's
phis. Ark , one foster
at his home. His wife. Stewart County, Tenn., and expense allowances
Davidson County oil spraxed on unpaved left a stench over the residents have returned
Vada
daughter, Mrs
Mary, died Feb 18,1978.
he was the son of the late comes at the worst possiChancellor Irvin Times Beach streets town and offer new to their homes following
Bell, Park City, two sons,
Survivors include one Earl Elmo Douglass and ble time because of the
Kdcrease has thrown out more than a decade ago.
homes to rodents, of- theft" :
Joe 13 Outland, Hamlin,
Walton
daughter, Mrs
recession.
Minnie Sexton Douglass.
a lawsuit challenging the
and „David __C._ _Outland.
Fulkerson. tit I. Mimi;
-1 think there is some lherease. The suit was filHe is survived by -his
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
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